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Management summary
Hitachi Construction Machinery Europe Oosterhout (HCME) is a manufacturer of mini
excavators which are sold to national importers in Europe. The factory constructs paints and
assembles the machines at two locations in Oosterhout. The company offers 198 different
machines. These different models are the result of combining a model type with
specifications such as extra hydraulic functions. After analyzing the demand it appeared that
only 63 unique machines were sold. The demand pattern was analyzed and after testing it
with the One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test it appeared that the Poisson distribution
was the best statistical distribution that represents the demand pattern. The company uses
four different production strategies; complete machine (CM), Daruma (DA), Upper Structure
(U/S) and Complete Knock Down (CKD). The supply is ordered from the main supplier in
Tierra Japan and those can be subassemblies, parts and completely finished machines. The
strategies from CM to CKD mean that the machines are ordered as finished machines up to
only loose parts. The advantage of producing a machine with a CKD strategy is that it is
possible to create different machines out of the parts because you can assemble the
machine with all specifications the customer wishes. At HCME a 15 month forecast is used
which is aggregated from the national importers. The upcoming three months are frozen,
which means the orders are fixed. This fixed period is used to level out the demand
fluctuations, because the production speed is constant and fluctuations in production speed
cannot be handled. When there is low demand some work is shifted to create a constant
work flow. The forecast is used to create the production planning. The supply is checked and
matched with the demand. When the supply or capacity is low in a certain period the order
request is sent back to the national importer to inform them with the number of machines
they can get instead. After production the finished machines are on the cargo ready list and
the national importer can pick them up. In practice the machines are not always collected,
due to all kinds of reasons such as a canceled order or overstock at the national importer.
Because of the frozen period there is a customer lead time of three months. In those
months a lot can change in the demand of the national importers. Therefore, the importers
sometimes do not collect the ordered machines. When the machine is not collected the
machine can be assigned to a different national importer if there is demand for that specific
machine, otherwise it will be placed in stock at the end of the factory. So, it can be the case
that a specific machine is in stock for a long time because there is no demand. The forecast
is suffering from shortage gaming, because when the national importers did not receive all
machines they ordered because the factory cannot deliver them, they raise the forecast in
order to make sure that they will receive all their ordered machines the next time.
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HCME wants to lower the customers lead time to ten working days instead of the three
months and wants to pursue a 98% in time delivery service level. Therefore, the following
research question is formulated:
What are the consequences in cost, customer lead time and volumes for different
configuration and distribution strategies at HCME Oosterhout?
In order to answer this question a decision support system (DSS) is created to determine the
appropriate configuration and distribution strategy for HCME. The decision support system
exists of two parts, a decision support system for the configuration strategy and one for the
distribution strategy. The decision support system for determining the configuration
strategy exists of six configuration strategies. The strategies are evaluated on three aspects:
cost, customer lead time and flexibility. For the six configuration strategies the base stock
levels should be determined. In the case of the production from raw materials or
subassemblies the base stock levels are determined with the inverse cumulative function of
the Poisson distribution. The second decision support system is used to determine the
location and base stock levels of the complete machines in stock. This is done by means of
the Restriction Decomposition Algorithm of Gallego (2007). This algorithm consist of three
heuristics: cross docking, stock pooling and zero safety stock heuristic. The design of the
distribution network used by the algorithm is one central location that serves all decentral
locations. The Cross docking heuristic implies the idea of not having inventory at the central
location, but to place it all in the decentral locations. The Stock pooling heuristic is working
with the idea of pooling the stock at a central place. It has maximum inventory at the central
location and minimum at the later locations. The zero safety stock heuristic, as the name
indicates, does not make use of safety stock in the central location. The most suitable
distribution strategy can be determined by these three heuristics, the heuristic with the
lowest cost is selected as the best option.
The scenarios resulting from the decision support systems can be compared based on cost,
customer lead time and flexibility. Two scenarios are compared in order to show the
application of the decision support tools. The first scenario was a make to order strategy in
where the products where produced from subassemblies, the subassemblies are purchased
from a supplier. Scenario two did made use of a combination of strategies. The half of the
products where delivered from stock in where the finished machines where purchased from
the supplier. The other half of the products were produced with a make to order strategy,
the production started from subassemblies as in scenario one. With the comparison of
those two scenarios HCME can decide which scenario best fits their requirements based on
cost, flexibility and customer lead time. With the help of the decision support systems a
company can make a well-informed decision on the most suitable configuration and
distribution strategy of their capital goods.
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1. Introduction
This master thesis project is conducted at a manufacturer of mini excavators, Hitachi
Construction Machinery Europe Oosterhout. This report describes the research on
improving the configuration strategy and distribution network of HCME in detail. This
research used both qualitative and quantitative research methods. The qualitative research
methods were interviews and the quantitative research consisted of a case study, and
subsequent conceptualization, modelling and data analysis. These methods gave great
insight in the configuration strategy and distribution network of HCME. This report will
describe all steps that have been taken to come to the final conclusions.
The research report starts with an introduction of the HCME Company. The current
situation of the production, supply chain and stock keeping will be described. Hence, the
problem statement is formulated based on the description of the current situation. A
literature review was conducted in the pre-stage of the research, of which a summary will
be presented in chapter three followed by the research question, sub questions and the
assignment. Subsequently, in chapter four a detailed analysis of HCME is provided to
provide a deeper insight on the current situation. Chapter five provides the general model
that is used for the case study. In chapter six the use of the model is demonstrated and the
results are discussed. Furthermore, chapter seven comprises the implementation of the
models. Lastly, in chapter eight the conclusions and recommendations will be discussed.
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2. Company description
The production company where this research was conducted, Hitachi Construction
Machinery Europe N.V. (HCME), is a subsidiary of Hitachi Ltd. Hitachi Ltd. is a multi-industry
company with a wide variety of companies in electronic products, financial services, social
infrastructure, automotive systems etc. HCME arose from Hovers construction NV which
was located in Tilburg. Hovers was an exclusive importer of Hitachi construction machinery
since 1968. In 1970 Hovers went bankrupt and Hitachi Construction Machinery Co. Ltd in
Japan decided to create its own construction machinery division in Europe located at the
Souvereinstraat in Oosterhout. In 1989 the mini excavator factory was build located in the
Florijnstaat in Oosterhout. In 2003 the new factory in Amsterdam became operational. The
factory in Amsterdam is producing mid-size excavators and wheel loaders. The factory in
Oosterhout is producing the mini Excavators and the specials for the mid-size excavators
which are also assembled there. In Oosterhout there are four locations. One of the locations
is domestic ‘this is the Dutch importer’ from where all HCME’s machines are sold to sub
dealers or end customers in the Netherlands. Another location is the parts division which
supplies spare parts all over Europe for maintenance and repair activities. The locations at
Souvereinstraat and Florijnstraat relatively 500 meters separated are of special interest
because these are the locations where the research project will be conducted. At the
Souvereinstraat the construction work for the mini excavators is performed and next to this
the special attachments for example, a long front for a mid-size excavator is constructed
painted and assembled. The painting and assembly of the mini excavators takes place at the
Florijnstraat, from this location the finished products are also transported to the national
importers all over Europe. Currently HCME has a 6% market share on the mini excavator
market.
The research is focused on the mini excavator production at HCME Oosterhout. HCME offers
eleven different models of mini excavators with a range of 1 to 6 ton capacity. With these
eleven models they can offer 193 different sales variants. The number of sales variants
results from all kinds of different specifications that customers can order. A small
impression of different specifications is: different tracks, short or long arm, cabin or canopy,
extra hydraulic functions on joystick and variable tracks. HCME Oosterhout sells the
machine to national importers in Europe who in their place sell it to local dealers or end
customers. So HCME is operating in the business to business market and have no direct
contact with the end users.

2.1 Supply chain
HCM Tierra located in Japan is the main supplier of parts and most parts must be ordered
exclusively at them. Next to Tierra there are other suppliers for non-critical parts such as
2
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bolts, nuts, cabin’s and cut metal plates for constructing arms or booms. The global supply
chain can be seen in Figure 1.

Local suppliers

HCME Oosterhout
construction

HCM Tierra

HCME Oosterhout
painting & assembly

National importer

Local dealer

Figure 1 Global supply chain of HCME Oosterhout

2.2 Production
The mini excavator parts can be ordered in different forms at HCM Tierra. It depends on the
management decision how the mini excavator is produced. Daruma (DA) is a production
method where almost the complete machine is preassembled and ordered at HCM Tierra.
Only the blade, arm and boom have to be constructed, painted and assembled at HCME
Oosterhout. With upper structure (U/S) as production method the upper part of the mini
excavator is ordered and the undercarriage, arm, boom and blade have to be constructed,
painted and assembled at HCME Oosterhout. CKD stand for Complete Knock Down which
basically means that the machine is ordered in parts and the full construction and assembly
is performed at HCME Oosterhout. Finally, it is also possible to order the complete mini
excavator. The different forms are presented in Figure 2. The choice of the production
method is a combination of constraints at HCME Oosterhout and HCM Tierra. The
production capacity at HCME Oosterhout is limited and influences the choice between for
instance CKD production which is very labor intensive or DA production which is less labor
intensive. Next to this, there is also a cost factor involved; the labor costs in Holland are
significantly higher than in Japan. Also, the transport cost varies depending on the
production method, because importing a machine in parts is less expensive compared to a
complete machine. Furthermore, the Yen/Euro exchange rate influences the cost factor.
Finally, the production capacity at Tierra is limited, which causes a switch to production
methods which are less labor intensive (for example CKD) in order to lower the pressure on
Tierra’s available capacity.
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Complete machine (CM)

Daruma (DA)

Upper structure
(U/S)

Complete Knock Down (CKD)

Figure 2 production configurations

2.3 Stock keeping
The construction of the parts is performed at the first location Souvereinstraat 16. Here the
truck fame, mainframe, blade, boom and arm are constructed. The construction of parts is
performed in parallel this means that an arm, boom or truck frame can be constructed at
the same time. After the construction phase they are transported to the second location at
the Florijnstraat 7. Here the parts are first painted and subsequently assembled. The
finished products are prepared for transportation by cleaning the machine and adding the
manual in the correct language. The national importers themselves are responsible for
picking and transporting the machines, which sometimes results in a situation where the
machines are not being picked up. This can be due to different reasons such as too much
stock at the national importer or wrong forecasts. There are no consequences for the
national importers when they do not pick up their ordered machines. When looking at the
data it shows that 50% of the machines are collected within 7 days and 80% within 28 days.
But, there are also extreme cases in which the machine is picked up almost one year later.
The national importers themselves keep stock to enable shorter lead times to the end
customer and to show machines to customers in their showroom. The local dealers do not
keep machines in stock. The places where stock is kept are shown in Figure 3. The national
importer is responsible for adding the last specifications as it could be the case that
customers order some extra options like a quick coupler, extra work light or an extra
hydraulic function.
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Dealer

National Importer

Dealer

Dealer
parts HCME Oosterhout

Dealer

National Importer

Dealer

Dealer

Figure 3 inventory locations

2.4 Production planning
The production planning is based on a forecast. HCME uses a rolling forecast of 15 months.
This means that national importers have to forecast their sales 15 months ahead. Every
month they have the opportunity to update this forecast. Only the first three months are
frozen and cannot be changed. The reason for this long period of frozen order is the long
suppliers lead time of HCM Tierra and the demand fluctuations. The total supplier lead time
is 4.75 months. In Table 1 a rough estimation of the supplier lead time is provided.
Production
preparation at Tierra
1,5 month

Production
at supplier
1 month

Goods in
transit
1,5 month

Customer
clearance
0.25 month

Goods
receiving
0.5 month

Total
4.75 month

Table 1 supply lead time Tierra

With the fixed period of three months of the forecast the production planning is created.
The planning assesses the available stock in this period and plans which machines can be
produced with it. With this in mind the forecasts of the national importers is matched with
the available stock. HCME Oosterhout sends a confirmation to the national importers to
inform them which of the machines they had forecasted can be produced for them. When
there is a higher forecast than production capacity or available stock then the machines will
5
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be distributed between all national importers and not all machines can be made available to
them. A risk of this situation is the effect called shortage gaming, when the national
importers know that not all machines they order will be delivered they will order more to
make sure they receive them all and hence can serve their customers. In some situations a
national importer may cancel an order, in this situation the canceled order can immediately
be made available to another national importer, there will not be charged a cancelation fee.
Between national importers there is only by exception transshipment. The reason for this is:
problems with customer clearance, different countries have specific requirements, different
laws and differences in pricing which makes it almost impossible to transship the machines.
Because the demand pattern of mini excavators has seasonality the demand is fluctuating.
In contrast, the production capacity is constant which creates the need for stock to cover
the demand variance.
In summery HCME Oosterhout is a manufacturer of Mini excavators with the following
characteristics:






Sells capital goods
Fixed production capacity
High number of different sales variants
High demand variance of multiple national importers
Long supply lead time

2.5 Problem statement
In this paragraph the problem statement will be described, based on the global supply chain
situation at Hitachi Oosterhout. At this moment HCME Oosterhout faces some challenges.
First, they are not satisfied with the current customer lead time. The time between
accepting a customer order until finishing the order is 3 months which is too long; a set
customer lead time of 2 weeks (10 working days) would be acceptable according to the
company. Therefore, the main focus of this research is on the moment that the order is
accepted by HCME until the machine is delivered at the national importer. The company has
set the goal to obtain 10% market share of the mini excavator sales in Europe. For HCME
this means a 30% increase in sales compared to the current sales. To reach the desired
market share, the production capacity will be increased slowly. This 10% increase in market
share is the number one priority, next to the target of 98% in time delivery of the products.
Based on these challenges faced by HCME Oosterhout, the following question is set:
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How could the customer lead time be reduced in order to indirectly increase sales and in time
delivery against acceptable costs?
Two factors influence the Customer Lead time:



The configuration strategy for the mini excavators at HCME
The design of HCME’s distribution network.

In order to enable a 98% in time delivery, finished machines could be hold in stock. This
combined with an inventory control system could contribute to reach the target. The
company believes when offering a shorter lead time to customers the sales will increase and
hereby the market share will grow. A shorter lead time to customers is of strategic
importance to outperform or reach the level of competitors. When keeping stock it is
important to know where to place it in the distribution network to optimize availability and
minimize costs. The current production strategy of the mini excavators is the result of
decisions of Tierra and HCME Oosterhout management. However, whether this production
configuration is the best choice for this specific product is not clear. It could be the case that
for some models a different production strategy is more suitable due to differences in
demand characteristics.
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3. Assignment
This chapter starts with a summary of the conducted literature review in paragraph 3.1.
Subsequently, the research question which results from the literature review and problem
statement are presented in paragraph 3.2. Thereafter, the scope of the model will be
discussed in paragraph 3.3.

3.1 Literature review
The summary of the literature review is structured as follows. First, the method for
redesigning a distribution network will be explained. With this method in mind the
important underlying structures and subjects of a distribution network will be discussed.
The first underlying subject that will be discussed is manufacturing lead time reduction.
Next, the influence of flexibility on the supply chain will be explained. Subsequently, the
four production strategies will be described, as well as the differences between them.
Further the decision of making or buying parts will be discussed. Lastly, a conclusion of the
literature study will be provided. For a more extensive review of the literature, the literature
study conducted by Megens (2015) can be consulted.
Distribution network design
According to Peters (2004), Miltroff (1974) and Fisher (1997), the rate of how successful the
supply chain is depends on the match between the type of product and the distribution
channel. Furthermore, success is determined in total supply chain cost and service level to
the customer. The challenge in matching the products to the correct distribution channel
can be on different aspects. Manufacturers can be a multiproduct company and sell
hundreds of different products which are each sold in different countries, have a different
market and different characteristics. In reality most companies use a ‘one size fits all’ supply
chain design, the risk of using this single logistic distribution solution is that it results in high
supply chain cost and a decrease in service level. The effect is called ‘averaging’ because it is
making a tradeoff between the cost and speed over the different range of products. The
averaging results on the one hand in over charging and servings customers with common
products, and on the other hand in under charging and serving customers with special
products. Therefore, a better approach is to match the products to the optimal distribution
channel in order to prevent averaging. In order to select the best supply chain channel
Peters (2004) created a product supply characterization model (PSC). Supply chains have
unique response characteristics and designs which are well fit to specific products. For
instance, predictable products need a lean supply chain. In contrast, highly unpredictable
products need an agile supply chain. There could also be made a difference between
functional and innovative products, the first fits bests with an efficient supply chain and the
8
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second with a responsive supply chain. The strict separation between the two approaches
such as lean and agile is possible, but mostly it is a hybrid supply chain that fits best (Peters,
2004). According to Naylor (1999) the lean strategy develops a value stream to eliminate all
waste including time. The agility strategy is using market knowledge and a virtual
corporation to exploit profitable opportunities in a volatile marketplace. The combination of
a lean and agile strategy is also called ‘leagile’. In the article of Peters (2004) a distinction is
made between three generic supply chains designs based on a case study namely: dispersed
stock model, central stock model and finished to order. The dispersed stock model has
multiple distribution centers and no postponement, the decoupling point is placed at the
distribution center. The supply chain before the distribution center is lean and after it is
agile. In the central stock model the inventory is at one central distribution center where
also the decoupling point is placed, this model can be combined with postponement. The
finish to order model has its decoupling point at the manufacturer where postponement is
possible. In the finish to order model there are different forms of postponement. Form
postponement is delaying the finalization until an order is received. Time postponement is
delaying the forward movement of a product until an order is received. Place postponement
is when goods are stored at a central place in the supply chain until an order is received
(Bowersox, 1996). In order to determine which model is applicable to which product the
products should be clustered by key attributes. Based on the product characterization the
different products are placed in an ABC category, from fast to slow moving products. The
next step is to create a design matrix in order to determine which supply chain is most
appropriate to a specific product group. By means of the design matrix the appropriate
supply chain design can be assigned to a product group.
Manufacturing Lead time reduction
In the 60’s and 70’s manufacturing companies were competing on cost efficiency, later in
the 80’s the quality of products became a competitive focus point with methods as Zero
Defects and Six Sigma. The cost efficiency and quality of products is still a mayor focus point
of manufacturers, but nowadays there is a new challenge on speed. Manufacturers have to
respond rapidly to the market, they need to decrease the lead times drastically to stay
competitive. Manufacturers are customer focused as the customer demands short lead
time, low cost and a high service level (Ajit Kumar Senapati, 2012). Lead time reduction can
result in a lower safety stock, reduced losses due to stock outs, higher service level to the
customer and improved competitiveness to competitors (Ajit Kumar Senapati, 2012; and
Fisher, 1997). Several articles on operations management state that by decreasing customer
lead time customer demand will increase (Teck H. Ho, 2004). Consequently, the market
share of the company will rise (Kut C So, 1998; and Teck H Ho, 2004). In situations where
demand is highly uncertain it is especially important to reduce lead time because long lead
times bring a business to high risk of out of stock situations (Ajit Kumar Senapati, 2012).
9
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Flexibility
The influence of flexibility on manufacturing lead time is extensively investigated by
(Wadhwa, 2006). Flexibility means the ability to respond and react on changes in a business
environment. There are three flexibility types: transformation, sequence and product
flexibility. These were studied by Wadhwa (2006) to find out the influence on manufacturing
lead time. After a simulation experiment he concluded that product flexibility had a
remarkable influence on the manufacturing lead time. Subsequently, transformation
flexibility and then sequence flexibility had the most influence on manufacturing lead time.
The conclusion of the experiment can be used in selecting the best approach to reduce
manufacturing lead time at HCME by increasing flexibility (S. Wadhwa, 2006). The sequence
flexibility is investigated in depth by (Pinilla, 2003). He concluded that with the availability of
communication and process power at a manufacturer, sequence flexibility can reschedule
and rout jobs in real time manufacturing and hence is able to reduce the manufacturing lead
time. According to (Tang, 2006) product flexibility is an effective strategy to increase market
share. This market share increase is the result of offering the customer a heterogeneous
market segment in order to satisfy the variety seeking behavior of customers. Order
quantity and lead time flexibility are of importance for the service level to the customer.
Order quantity flexibility is defined as the match between the orders received from a
customer and the ability to deliver. Lead time flexibility is defined as the ability to respond
to the change in lead times requested by the customer. According to (Wang, 2008)
customers react differently on order or lead time flexibility. He discovered that when a
customer is facing high inventory cost compared to the total cost, flexibility in order
quantity will provide significant cost savings. Therefore, giving the ability of order flexibility
is an improvement of service level, however costly. Therefore it is important to find a good
balance in service level in order to keep customer loyalty. Lead time flexibility is important
when customers face high shortage costs. Providing a flexible lead time creates again higher
service level to the customer but at the cost of big production variability (Wang, 2008). An
extensive review focused on the flexibility of supply chain is conducted by Stevenson (2007).
They extensively describe all different forms of flexibilities involved in supply chain design
resulting from literature, for a broader insight in the effects of flexibility in supply chains we
will refer to his article.
Production strategies
When manufacturing products, they can be produced in four different strategies; engineer
to order (ETO), make to order (MTO), assemble to order (ASO) and make to stock (MTS).
These four strategies will be explained and compared based on: customer lead time, tied up
capital, flexibility in product types and volume.
10
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Engineer to order is a strategy used to construct and manufacture a new product custom
made. This requires very long lead times because of the developing phase. The amount of
capital in the system is low because there is no raw material before an order is received.
With this production strategy you have the highest level of flexibility because you can start
developing the product from scratch. The product volume is low because it is a custom
made product.
Make to order is a system where the production is only started when an order is received.
The product is produced and after the manufacturing lead time delivered to the customer.
The customer lead time is shorter compared to ETO because the development phase is
already done; however this decreases the flexibility in number of different products. The
tied up capital is higher because there is inventory of raw material to be able to start
production when an order is received. The amount of raw material in stock at the factory is
based on a forecast. The volume of products is higher because of standardized products.
Assemble to order is a strategy where basic parts which are common for the products are
manufactured in advance based on a forecast. When an order is received the basic parts will
be assembled. This strategy decreases the lead time even more, but the product flexibility
remains approximately the same. The tied up capital will increase because of the amount of
work in process in the system, but the production volume can increase.
When there is a make to stock policy the demand of a customer is immediately full filled
from stock if available, resulting in a negligible lead time. This could be ideal when
customers demand a shorter lead time than the manufacturer can offer. The tied up capital
is highest for this strategy because the finished products are stored in stock based on
forecasts. Moreover, the flexibility is low because a finished product cannot be changed in a
different product.
All policies have their pros and cons and hence the production strategy should be chosen
based on the characteristics of the requirements of the customers (Rajagopalan, 2002).
According to Kaminsky (2008) who conducted research on the combination of make to stock
and make to order policies, a system which combines the two policies can perform up to 50
% better than a pure MTO or MTS policy. Another result of the research shows that a pure
MTS system performs better in a congested system than a MTO system. On the other hand
a MTS system performs better when the congestion level is decreasing. Long lead times
have large impact on the possibility to create a fixed customer lead time. A reliable lead
time is important to a customer, however the lead time depends on many factors and is
hard to stabilize in a make to order environment. The difficulty is in a high variation of
products and production lead times. Production lead times can vary due to unexpected
factors like breakdowns, illness of employees, delay in supply and irregularly placement of
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orders by customers. This makes that a MTO strategy has a long lead time and has an
unreliable customer lead time (B.G. Kingsman, 1989).
Make or buy decision
The make or buy decision is the choice of manufacturing a part in-house or buying the part
from a supplier or partner. The make or buy decision is made at a strategic and operational
level. There are many factors involved in the make or buy decision, therefore it is a difficult
decision to make. Many researchers have made models and tools in order to guide
managers towards a grounded decision, such as Probert (1996), Humphreys, (2002) and van
de Water (2006). The decision to make or buy parts is not purely a cost decision. Many
factors influence the decision such as; reliability, quality, flexibility, in house knowledge and
competitiveness. When the decision is made to buy parts instead of making it in-house, it
means that the in-house knowledge and expertise will diminish. Switching back to a making
strategy is difficult because it takes a long time to regain all the necessary knowledge and
expertise. So, switching between the make or buy strategy is radical. Mostly companies
make the decision purely based on cost factors. It is easy to compare the costs to produce a
part in-house to the costs of purchasing it from a supplier. But as mentioned earlier there
are more factors involved that influence the decision. The quality of the parts is important;
therefore there are quality checks in the in-house production process. In case of outsourcing
the production of the part quality can become an issue. There is no direct control on the
quality anymore, which implies a risk for the company. Also, the reliability of the production
is at risk when a company buys the parts, because the production process is not under their
control. The competitive position of the company also plays an important role. For instance,
when the company produces parts of which they want to protect the sensitive intellectual
knowledge, they should not outsource the production of this part. To conclude, in order to
make a well-founded decision whether to make or buy a part, it is advisable to use one of
the many decision support models which can weigh all the involved factors.
Conclusion
The review shows that there is a wide range of aspects which influence the choice of a
suitable supply chain or distribution network design for a specific product. It became clear
that it is important to know the underlying relations in order to develop a good and wellchosen design for a specific product. Changing the distribution network design in the correct
way can significantly decrease the customers lead time and increase the service level. The
choice for a specific product configuration is also important because of the influence on
manufacturing lead time; a strategically chosen configuration can reduce this. It is also
shown in literature that there is a relation between customer lead time and sales volume.
When the customer lead time is decreasing the sales volume will rise and in this way extra
market share can be obtained.
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3.2 Research question
Based on the problem description given in chapter two and the literature review the
following research question is defined:
What are the consequences in cost, customer lead time and volumes for different
configuration and distribution strategies at HCME Oosterhout?
To provide an answer to this question we need a tool which enables us to calculate the cost
consequences of different configuration and distribution strategies. Therefore the following
assignment is defined:
Design and develop a decision support system to determine a suitable configuration and
distribution strategy for a system with the following characteristics.






Sells capital goods
Fixed production capacity
High number of different sales variants
High demand variance of multiple importers
Long supply lead time

The improvement should realize a decrease in costs and customer lead time and an increase
in flexibility. Improvements in the design can be focused on the choice of configuration
strategy or stock placements in a specific form at a specific network location. The result
would be a decision support system for the tradeoff between network design and
configuration strategy.
In order to reach this goal the following sub questions will be answered:







What is the current customer lead time of the mini excavators at HCME Oosterhout?
What are the demand and product characteristics of the mini excavators at HCME
Oosterhout?
What are the production characteristics of the mini excavators at HCME Oosterhout?
What is a good production strategy to have an acceptable balance between flexibility
and cost at HCME Oosterhout?
Where in the distribution network is the best place to keep stock for a specific
machine segment?
Which machines should be in stock and in what amount?
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3.3 model scope
In this research the model of Mitroff et al. (1974) is used. The model consists of four phases.
The four phases have been used in this research and are described in appendix 1. In this
paragraph the first step, conceptualization will be described in more detail. The modeling
and model solving step will be extensively described in chapter 5 and 6.
The model scope given below will be described to give a clear view on the project
boundaries. The model variables and the sampling method will be presented and described
in appendix 2. Lastly in this chapter, the validity and reliability of the variables will be
discussed.
When redesigning the distribution network the focus will be on the process from the HCME
Oosterhout construction department upon the national importer, see Figure 4. In this
process the production strategies and inventory placement of the mini excavators will be
examined and where possible improved. It is expected that by choosing the right production
strategy an optimum between cost, production flexibility and lead time can be discovered.
With the correct placement of inventory it is expected to reduce cost, improve product
availability and flatten the demand fluctuation and seasonality of the production plants.

HCME Oosterhout
construction

HCME Oosterhout
painting
assembly

National importer

Figure 4 model scope

The research conducted at HCME Oosterhout is a case study. A case study is an empirical
inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context (Yin,
2003). The phenomenon in this case is the long customer lead time for mini excavators at
HCME Oosterhout. At first the research starts descriptive; it identifies and describes the
current situation and existing problem. After the descriptive examination recommendations
can be made on if and how a reduction of customer lead time can be reached. Literature
research has been executed in order to provide these recommendations. This study is both
quantitative and qualitative, as it both makes use of data which has been gathered from
HCME’s databases and interviews in order to conduct the case study. The research is based
on existing theories from literature and assesses those in the case study; this makes it a
deductive study.
The validity of the measurements should be tested in order to assess if they measure what
they should. It could be the case that by a wrong measurement procedure a false view is
generated of the real situation. Next to this the reliability of the measurements should be
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checked, in other words are the results consistent. Also, the reliability of the data from the
database should be checked for outliers, incorrect data and missing values. The validity of
the demand distribution chosen should be checked because it will be a representation of
the real demand pattern; this can be verified by means of a goodness of fit test in a
statistical program. In order to determine the validity of the improved network design also a
sensitivity analysis should be performed. With this analysis the reaction of the model will be
tested against changes in the parameters.
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4. Detailed analysis
In this chapter a detailed analysis of HCME will be presented. First, in paragraph 4.1 the
product range offered will be described. Hence, in paragraph 4.2 the corresponding demand
pattern will be presented. Subsequently in paragraph 4.3, the production process will be
explained in detail. The paragraph shows how the production operates and provides an
insight on the production times and the changeover times of the production equipment.
Next in paragraph 4.4, the current production strategy and subsequently in paragraph 4.5
the distribution strategy will be discussed as well as their performance.

4.1 Products
As discribed in the literature by Peters (2004) the rate of success of the supply chain
depends on the match between the type of product and the distribution channel. Therefore,
the first step is to analyze the different types of mini excavators and their demand pattern.
In order to be able to analyze the demand, first the product portfolio is examined.
HCME is offering eleven different mini excavator models in the range of one up to six tons
operating weight. Each of these eleven models has different specifications which make it a
unique machine. Table 2 shows a list of the possible specifications.

Table 2 Specifications

The specification long or short arm refers to the length of the arm of the excavator. The
choice for a long or short arm depends on for what purposes the customer would like to use
the machine, for example a short arm can be more useful when using the machine inside a
building. The hose rupture protection valve is a safety option. It is a special valve that could
be built on the machine that protects the arm from falling down in case a hydraulic hose
breaks. The choice of building the safety option on the machine depends on the application
of the machine. When the machine will be used for heavy lifting of objects besides digging in
the earth, it is wise to install the hose rupture valve because in case the hose breaks and a
person is below the lifted object it can cause serious harm. The specification cabin or canopy
refers to the choice whether or not to install a cabin on the machine. When the customer
chooses a canopy a protection frame will be built on the machine. In case of a roll over the
person driving it will not fall under the machine. The choice for a cabin or canopy can be
based on price, as a cabin is more expensive, but can also be based on the user’s purposes.
When the machine is used for cutting out walls or ceilings it will create a lot of dust, so
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having a closed cabin will be very useful. The last specification is the kind of track used
under the machine. The kind of track depends on the user surroundings. Rubber tracks are
mostly used in areas with loose sand and pads or steel tracks in areas with rocky soil.
With the eleven different models and the choice of specifications the company is offering
198 unique machines in total, in appendix 3 the unique machines are displayed in a list
sorted per model. In summary, a customer can choose between eleven different models and
subsequently pick the specifications that fit their needs, which results in a tailor made
machine.
HCME would like to offer a wide variety of different machines, as the machines are used in
many different surroundings and applications in Europe. Machines can be used for digging in
soft earth or in a rocky area. Besides the difference in usage, also the cost of a machine
plays a role in this product diversity. When HCME can offer a machine without a cabin and
hose rupture protection valve, it will decrease the offering sales price significantly and
hence will make it more attractive for rental companies to purchase such a machine.

4.2 Demand pattern
From the database of HCME Oosterhout the sales data of year 2015
is collected. In this year roughly 4000 mini excavators were sold of
which 63 unique varieties. This provides a remarkable insight, it
shows that roughly two third of the offered specific types was not
sold during that year. Based on the data a Pareto diagram is created
which can be found in appendix 4. From the Pareto graph in Figure 5
and the data in Table 3 it can be seen that 19 unique types (A to S)
represent 80% of the sales and only 24 different unique types (A to X)
are sold more than 50 times over a one year period. With this
information a distinction can be made in fast and slow moving items.
The types that represent 80% of the sales during the year are classed
as fast moving items.

Figure 5 Pareto graph sold machines
Table 3 Pareto sold
machines
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4.2.1 Seasonality
When examining the data on total sales, it seems there is a seasonal pattern. The graph and
values of the seasonality can be found in appendix 5. When analyzing the total sales of
machines per month over a couple of years a repeating pattern is discovered which is shown
in Figure 6. The data of the years 2003 till 2014 have been used to examine the seasonality.
The graph shows the min max seasonality index, so for example for the month January the
sales percentage will be between 4% and 14% of the total sales that year. This sales
percentage is an indication of the demand volume that month. In the graph a distinction is
made between two scenarios; one which accounts for all years including 2008 and 2009 and
one without these two years. This distinction is made because those years are not
representing a normal sales volume over the year for HCME; this is due to the credit crisis.
In 2008 the crisis started which resulted in a remarkable decrease of sales. One year later in
2009 the company had to deal with a significant over stock and in order to deal with this
over stock they dumped the machines on the market against a high discount which resulted
in a high sales volume. Hence, by removing the year 2008 and 2009 from the data a more
robust view of the seasonality is guaranteed. It can be seen that there is an increase in sales
in the months March, May, June, September, October, and a decrease in the months
January, April, August and December. However, correcting with the number of working days
it can be concluded that there is hardly any seasonality. A detailed explanation about the
seasonality pattern is provided in appendix 5.

Figure 6 Seasonality pattern

4.2.2 Statistical distribution

A separate data set was prepared for each unique machine to discover a statistical
distribution which represents the demand pattern. In order to do this the program SPSS
Statistics was used. With SPSS it is possible to test whether there is a significant match
between the data and a particular statistical distribution. The Chi-Square test and the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test are mostly used for checking statistical fit. With these tests
the degree of fit between the demand pattern and a statistical demand pattern is measured.
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The One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is used to identify if there is a significant match
between the data collected from the database and a Normal, Uniform, Poisson or
Exponential distribution. According to Hair JR. (2010) this test is widely used for identifying
the most suitable distribution of the data. The test indicated that the Poisson distribution
was the best match to represent the data. See appendix 6 for a detailed description of the
choice of test and the test results.
In the article of Thonemann (2002) it is described that the Poisson distribution performs
well in a situation in which demand has low volumes and occurs infrequently. These
characteristics match the demand pattern of HCME. Also, according to Silver (1998) the
Poisson distribution appeared to be the best choice in case a company is dealing with class A
items or when having an average sales volume below ten units. A class A item is an item
classified as highly important. This can have multiple reasons; this item can represent 80%
of the total number of sales or it is a capital good. Because of the importance of the items
they need special treatment and attention. Therefore, it is not sufficient to just use a
Normal distribution for investigating what is most suitable, as there is a chance of facing
significant short comings or overstock and other negative effects of mismatching the
demand pattern with this distribution model. A nice rule of thumb described by Hair JR.
(2010) is if the ratio of 𝜎𝐿 /𝑥̂𝐿 > 0.5 then use a different distribution model than the Normal
Distribution. Silver (1998) stated that when dealing with expensive slow moving items a
Poisson distribution is a good candidate, this matches the characteristics of HCME.

4.3 Production process
The production process of machines is divided in four steps; construction, painting,
assembly and shipment preparation see Figure 7. HCME has four different strategies of
producing the machines. Complete Machine (CM), Daruma (DA), Upper Structure (U/S), and
Complete Knock Down (CKD). Regardless of which production strategy is chosen all
production steps are involved, except for the complete machines where only the shipment
preparation is involved. The work involved with the four production steps varies per
production strategy, for example when producing as Complete Knock Down there is more
construction work compared to producing as Daruma.

Figure 7 Production process
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In the construction phase the parts of the machine are created. The metal plates and parts
are ordered from the supplier and those are tag welded together by an employee.
Subsequently, a robot welds the parts and hence, it can be processed on the drilling and
milling machines. Between all construction steps the parts are inspected for possible
construction errors. The machine is about one day in the construction phase. This day is not
the real production time needed for the parts. Theoretically, the parts that need to be
constructed can be produced in parallel. The part with the longest process time takes 412
minutes. In other words, the critical path for the construction phase of the machine is about
7 hours. But due to all kind of factors the parts will stay for one day in the construction
phase. Examples of these factors are; processes that are not aligned, buffers in between and
waiting for multiple parts to be finished to have a truck full to transport to the next location.
Most of the drilling, milling and welding machines are used for multiple models, so when
changing production to a different model the machines need to be changed over. These
machine changes take 4 or 5 minutes.
After the construction the parts are transported to the painting location. Painting is a
continuous process and the painting line consists of 45 racks on which parts can be hanged.
The painting process consists of multiple steps; first the parts will be cleaned by chemicals
or by a sandblaster. Subsequently, two times a layer of primer is sprayed on the parts with
in between a rest to dry the paint. Thereafter, the process is repeated for two layers of
colored paint. Lastly, the parts stay in the drying room for a while to let the paint curing. In
the end the parts come off the line, are inspected and are put in special designed trolleys to
transport them to the assembly location. The painting process takes 301 minutes per rack
and for one machine multiple racks are needed depending on the production strategy. For
example a machine that is produced as complete knock down (CKD) needs 12 racks to fully
paint all parts and a Daruma (DA) only 4 racks.
The assembly process is done in an assembly line or can be done at a workstation; this
depends on the production strategy. The machines which are produced as CKD and U/S are
produced in an assembly line where it moves from one workplace to the next until it is
finished. The assembly of the DA is done at a single location where the arm, boom and blade
are assembled. The assembly processes are not all in series, but multiple assemblies are
done in parallel in order to increase the throughput of the machines. For instance, in the
CKD production strategy the boom and arm are made in parallel to the production line. The
assembly process is labor intensive and the duration of some assembly steps depends on
the amount of workers that help to finish that step, therefore it is not easy to determine the
exact assembly time of a particular step. The roughly estimated assembly time of a CKD and
U/S machine is 240 minutes, for a DA this is 360 minutes. The machine stays about five days
in the painting and assembly phase. It can be noticed that this time is much longer than the
summed times of painting and assembling. The reason for this are again the processes that
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are not aligned, buffers, drying time, rework because of damaged paint and wrong
assemblies.
The last phase, shipment preparation is a quality check. Here the machines are tested,
cleaned and have a last inspection. The time needed for both the quality check and cleaning
is about 90 minutes. The machines stay about four days in this phase this time is used as a
buffer for the errors or congestions earlier in the system.
To conclude, by summing up the total of 1 day of construction, 5 days painting and assembly
and 4 days of shipment preparation, the total throughput time is 10 days. This means a
machine requires ten days in the factory until it is finished.

4.4 Production strategy
HCME has four different ways of producing the machines. Complete Machine (CM), Daruma
(DA), Upper Structure (U/S), and Complete Knock Down (CKD). The current production
strategy is divided as follow:
5% Complete Machines
58% Daruma
22% Upper Structure
15% Complete Knock Down
Each production method has a different influence on the flexibility of the production. The
flexibility depends on the extent to which the machine has been completed. When having a
complete machine there is no flexibility, as the machine is in this specific configuration the
only variation possible is the destination of the machine which means adding the manual in
the correct language. On the other extreme, when producing a machine as a CKD so from
raw materials, the machine can still be produced with all possible different specifications
which make it very flexible. With a U/S strategy only the kind of track, length of arm and
hose rupture valve options can be chosen, and when producing DA the choice is limited to
the options of arm length and hose rupture valve. Changing the specifications of the
machine after completion is not an option; because it means that the machine has to be deassembled which is very costly. The only change in specification which can be made at a
later stage is a track change, as this is relatively easy, but still this means extra work and
hence extra costs.
When looking at the different production strategies, it can be seen that flexibility
significantly reduces the stock level of the number of different subassemblies or finished
products, see table 4. The effect of reduced stock is generated by the pooling effect. Stock
pooling is the result of combining demands. By combining demands, the total variance is
less compared to the separate demands. By reducing the total variance also the stock level
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is reduced (Alfaro & Corbett, 2003).For example when changing the production strategy of
the ZX48 machine from CM to DA it will reduce the number of different purchased
subassemblies significantly, as shown in Table 4. The table shows that switching from
complete machines to a Daruma production strategy decreases stock by 27. This means
when producing with the complete machine strategy there should be 36 different specific
complete machines in stock and when producing with the Daruma strategy only 9 different
subassemblies have to be in stock.
CM
36

DA
9

U/S
2

Number of different purchase subassemblies
or finished products in stock
Table 4 Purchase subassemblies and finished machines of the ZX48

CKD
1

Decreasing the different purchase models is not always possible. After the investigation of
the current demand at HCME it appeared that only 63 unique machines out of the 193
possible combinations were sold. This means that the opportunity to decrease the different
purchase models by changing the production strategy depends on how many different
machines were demanded by customers of one particular model.
Besides the possibility of pooling the stock there are more variables which are influenced by
the production strategy. Transportation cost has a significant influence on the total cost of
production. It is straightforward that shipping parts is less expensive than a complete
machine, as the latter needs more volume in a container. Besides the volume, also the
customer clearance plays a role; there are different rules and taxes for complete products
than for parts. The production capacity and labor cost are also influenced by the production
strategy. When changing the production strategy from a complete machine into CKD the
needed labor hours will increase, as well as the labor cost and the needed production
capacity.
HCME has a make to order (MTO) production strategy, as the production planning is based
on the demand forecast. They match the production capacity with the demand and the
available subassemblies and parts in stock. When there is a high demand and not all
requested machines can be delivered in time, some demand will be shifted in consultation
with the national importers. This shifting means that machines will become available to the
national importers later than requested. There is no current measure of in time delivery, as
there are no records kept of when demand was shifted. HCME uses a rolling forecast of 15
months. This means that national importers have to forecast their sales 15 months ahead.
Every month they have the opportunity to update this forecast. Only the upcoming three
months are frozen and cannot be changed. With the fixed period of three months the
production planning is created. Hence, the customer lead time is three months.
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4.5 Distribution strategy
In the distribution chain there are multiple places where finished machines are kept in stock.
At the end of the production process there are machines in stock and at the national
importers. The stock level at the factory fluctuates, is not controlled and is undesirable as
there is a MTO strategy. In the year 2014 there were on average 92 machines in stock at the
factory. The stock is the result of machines that are not collected by the national importers.
There are no consequences for the national importer when they do not collect the machine
they ordered. There can be multiple reasons for not collecting the ordered machine, for
example; overstock at the national importer due to low demand or canceled orders by
customers. This stock is then on the cargo ready list of the factory and can be sold to
another importer. Some of the machines on the cargo ready list can stay there up to one
year or more due to a lack of demand for this specific model. How the stock levels at the
national importers are controlled or determined is not clear and may vary widely. There is
an estimation of the total stock at all national importers that indicates that on average a
total of 476.1 machines are available at their locations, see appendix 7.
In summary, the current distribution is as follows; the national importer orders a machine,
HCME produces the machine and puts it on the cargo ready list, the national importer
collects the finished machine and puts it in stock at his own location or immediately delivers
it to the customer.
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5. General DSS for supplying capital goods
In this chapter a general decision support system for supplying products with comparable
product characteristics to customers of HCME will be explained. The products can be
produced from a number of configuration strategies. There are lots of different possibilities
to create a product and therefore the first question is: which configuration strategy to use?
Next, these products need to be distributed to the customers. There are also many
distribution possibilities, but which one best fits? To answer these questions a general
model will be used. The general model consists of two parts. The first part is a decision
support system to determine the appropriate configuration strategy which is presented in
paragraph 5.1. The second part is a decision support system to decide on the distribution
strategy that best fits the company’s requirements which is presented in paragraph 5.2.
With the two decision support systems the main questions can be answered; how to
produce the products and how to deliver them to the customers. To conclude, a brief
explanation is provided in paragraph 5.3 on the possibilities to combine the configuration
and distribution strategies. The inventory policy used in the decision support systems is a (S1,S) policy.

5.1 Decision support system for configuration strategy
This paragraph explains the decision support system for choosing the appropriate
configuration strategy of the production. In this report, the concept configuration strategy is
defined as the way of producing products, for example production from raw materials,
subassemblies or ordering finished products. The decision is based on three aspects; cost,
customer lead time and flexibility. The tool shows for each configuration strategy the
positive and negative effects on cost, customer lead time and flexibility. Based on this the
company can decide which strategy is preferable. But first, the cost, customer lead time and
flexibility aspects will be explained in depth and subsequently the configuration strategies
are discussed.
Cost factors
Each configuration strategy has a different influence on the cost. There are three costs that
are taken into account in the decision support system; purchase, production and stock
keeping cost. First the purchase cost, this is the price that is paid for purchasing raw
materials or subassemblies from a supplier. The cost of raw materials is substantially lower
than of subassemblies, because in subassemblies value is added by the supplier. Because of
the price difference it is important to choose the appropriate configuration strategy.
Second, the production cost is the price that is paid to produce the product. This price can
vary and depends on the configuration strategy. The production costs will be lower in a
situation in which the production starts with subassemblies instead of producing a product
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from raw material. This cost difference is due to the fact that the company itself has to put
fewer added value into the product as they already started with a subassembly. Third, stock
keeping cost is the cost for storing raw materials, subassemblies or finished products. This
cost is based on multiple factors such as: hiring a storage location, risk of obsolete products
and interest. It is common that companies express their stock keeping cost as a percentage
of the value of the product.
Customer lead time
The customer lead time is the timeframe from the moment a customer places an order until
the customer receives the product. The customer lead time can vary between the different
configuration strategies. For example, in the situation of a make to order strategy the
customer lead time is significantly higher than in a make to stock situation, because when a
product is in stock it can almost immediately be delivered to the customer. Another
example is when the production starts with subassemblies instead of raw materials, in the
first case the lead time is shorter as the work to produce the subassemblies has already
been done.
Flexibility
In this research the flexibility of the configuration strategy is defined as the percentage of
completeness of the machine. When the percentage of completeness of the machine is
high, the flexibility will be low as the machine cannot be transformed into another product
type anymore. Given the percentage of completeness of the machine, the flexibility in
production can be determined. Also, machines are purchased from suppliers in a specific
form of completeness (e.g. raw materials or subassembly) which influences the production
lead time.
A company can order their supply in different forms. They have the possibility to order the
complete machine (100%), to order all parts (0%) or any form in between. When a company
orders a machine in parts they have the possibility to create N different product variants see
Table 5. In case a complete machine is ordered it is just this machine that can be delivered.
In Table 5 a flexibility example is shown. When a machine is finished for 70% this means that
the factory is able to produce five different products out of it and it will take 30% of the
production lead time.
Completeness in %
# of different products
Production lead time in %

0
28
100

10
25
95

20
20
90

30
18
85

40
16
80

50
12
70

60
8
50

70
5
30

80
3
20

90
2
10

100
1
0

Table 5 Flexibility
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In Figure 8 an example is provided of a company with their lead times for the different
production steps. It can be seen that when the completeness is low, the production lead
time will be high.

Figure 8 Production lead time vs. completeness

The benefit of ordering a machine in parts is that you can produce different products out of
a single purchased one. By doing this the different demands of products are pooled, this will
reduce the inventory level (Chung Piaw Teo, 2007). On the other hand, a disadvantage is the
increased production lead time, which results in increasing production costs and when a
factory has a limited capacity it can create high backorder costs. Also, the purchase cost of a
machine in a specific state of completeness differ, ordering only parts is relatively cheap
compared to ordering a complete machine.
Configuration strategies
In order to contribute to the literature and to keep the research replicable for further
research, six general configuration strategies for the production of products with the
characteristics of HCME are selected, see Table 6. The products are created from raw
materials, assembled from subassemblies or are purchased completely from the supplier.
There are several more strategies and small adaptations known in literature, but these six
configuration strategies represent the mainstream for the purpose of this thesis. Moreover,
adding or changing the configuration strategies in the decision support system is easy and
can be done by the user. The strategies can be divided into two main categories; make to
order (MTO) and make to stock (MTS) strategies. First, the three make to order strategies
will be explained and thereafter the three make to stock strategies.
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MTO

MTS

Configuration strategies
1. From raw materials
2. From subassemblies make
3. From subassemblies buy
4. From raw materials
5. From subassemblies buy
6. Purchase complete

Table 6 Configuration strategy

Figure 9 Strategy one

The first strategy is a make to order strategy in which the production starts from raw
materials, see Figure 9. In this strategy the stock keeping cost is relatively low because only
raw materials are in the storage. When storing raw materials the company did not add any
value upon this point, which results in low cost. Also, the volumes of the raw materials in
stock are lower compared to subassemblies; this is due to the pooling effect. With raw
materials multiple products can be made, and hence those stocks can be combined which
leads to a lower level of safety stock. In the situation of subassemblies the possibility to
create multiple products out of it is less, which means that for each product stock is needed.
In case of subassemblies stock cannot be combined and therefore there is no stock pooling
effect to lower the stock keeping volumes. The production cost in make to order from raw
materials is relatively high, because the product has to be produced from raw materials and
therefore the company has to manufacture it completely. The customer lead time of this
strategy is also high because the factory only starts with the production when they receive
an order. Starting the production from raw materials has a positive effect on the flexibility of
the production. The raw materials can be used to create multiple different products. In case
the production starts with a subassembly, the possibility to create different products is
reduced.
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Figure 10 Strategy two

The second strategy is a combination of make to stock and make to order, see Figure 10. In
this strategy the subassemblies are homemade and kept in stock. Subsequently, the finished
products are made when ordered. In this strategy the production and purchase costs are
identical to the first strategy. The production cost is the same because the product is still
produced by the company itself and the purchase cost is the same because the production
starts from raw materials. The stock keeping cost is higher in this strategy because of the
stock keeping of the subassemblies. The customer lead time of this strategy is lower than in
the first strategy. This lead time is lower because the products do not have to be made from
scratch but start from the subassemblies. The flexibility of the production strategy is lower
compared to the first strategy, as the subassemblies provide less possibilities to create
different models out of it than when producing from raw materials. The level of flexibility
depends on the subassembly. A subassembly that is produced for 70% has less flexibility
than a subassembly produced only for 30%.

Figure 11 Strategy three

The third strategy is almost identical to the second one, see Figure 11. The difference here is
that the subassemblies are ordered from a supplier. This means that there is only a make to
order strategy which starts from a subassembly. For this strategy, in comparison with the
second strategy, the production costs are a little bit lower because the production of the
subassemblies is done by the supplier. Here, the purchase costs are higher than in the
second strategy because purchasing subassemblies is more expensive than raw materials.
The stock keeping costs is the same because in both strategies there are subassemblies and
raw materials in stock. The customer lead time and flexibility of this strategy are identical to
the second strategy.
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Figure 12 Strategy four

The fourth strategy is a make to stock strategy in which the production starts from raw
materials, see Figure 12. In this strategy compared to the first strategy (make to order from
raw materials) the stock keeping costs are significantly higher. This rise in stock keeping cost
is the effect of the finished products that are in stock waiting for a buyer. Keeping finished
products in stock is more expensive than raw materials in stock because value has been
added to the product. The production and purchase costs are identical to the first strategy.
The customer lead time of this strategy is very short because the finished products are in
stock and can be delivered to the customer almost immediately. The flexibility in this
strategy is high, like in the first strategy.

Figure 13 Additional strategy

This is an additional strategy for a make to stock situation. Here, both the subassemblies
and finished products are made to stock, see Figure 13. In this strategy the production and
purchase costs are identical to strategy four (make to stock from raw materials). The stock
keeping cost is higher compared to strategy four, because in this strategy subassemblies are
also placed in stock. The customer lead time is the same as in strategy four, very short
because the finished products are in stock. The flexibility of this strategy is a bit lower than
strategy four because the production continues from the subassemblies. Making use of this
strategy means stock keeping costs will be higher and the flexibility will go down compared
to strategy four. Using this additional strategy does not have any advantage for HCME
compared to strategy four, so will not be taken into account in this research.

Figure 14 Strategy five

The fifth strategy is a make to stock strategy where the subassemblies are ordered from a
supplier, see Figure 14. In this strategy the production cost is lower compared to strategy
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four, because the subassemblies are not produced in the own factory but are purchased
from a supplier. The purchase costs are higher because ordering subassemblies is more
expensive than ordering raw materials. The stock keeping cost is higher than in strategy four
because next to finished products also subassemblies have to be kept in stock. The
customer lead time is short like in strategy four because finished products are in stock. The
flexibility of strategy five is lower than of strategy four because production starts from
subassemblies.

Figure 15 Strategy six

The sixth strategy is a strategy where the products are ordered completely from the supplier
and placed in stock see Figure 15. This strategy has no production costs but high purchase
cost. The purchase cost is significantly higher because the supplier has to produce the
machine completely and therefore he adds all the value which increases the purchase price.
The stock keeping cost is a little bit lower than in strategy five and four because there are no
subassemblies or raw materials in stock. The customer lead time is short because the
finished products are in stock. The flexibility of this strategy is extremely low, because the
products are ordered completely and hence no changes can be made to the product to
deliver a different product.
Now all strategies are explained, the appropriate production configuration strategy that
best fits the company’s requirements can be chosen. In Table 7 all six strategies are
displayed with their positive and negative effects on the cost, customer lead time and
flexibility. So for example, a company who wants to have a short customer lead time with
high flexibility should choose strategy four with the down side of having high production
and stock keeping costs.
Strategy
1
2
3
4
5
6

Production
+++
+++
+/+++
+/---

Cost
Purchase
----+/--+/+++

Stock keeping
--+/+/++
+++
+

Customer
lead time

Flexibility

--+/+/+++
+++
+++

+++
+/+/+++
+/---

Table 7 Selection table
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5.2 Decision support system for distribution strategy
In this paragraph the decision support system for selecting the appropriate distribution
strategy will be explained. With the distribution strategy is meant the location and amount
of finished products in stock. The locations can be a central warehouse or a decentral
location. The purpose of the tool is to determine the best location of placing stock and to
calculate the right amount of stock in order to minimize cost.
The challenge in determining the distribution strategy is where to locate the finished
products in order to minimize the long run average cost of the distribution. In order to
analyse the best way of distribution the Restriction Decomposition Algorithm of Gallego
(2007) is used. This algorithm consists of three separate heuristics which all should be
calculated. The three heuristics represents the three distribution strategies. The heuristics
make use of simple base stock or one for one policies such as (S-1,S). The algorithm is
chosen because it is a good approximation tool for the base stock levels and a rather easy
tool for determining the distribution strategy (Gallego, 2007). Beforehand it is hard to know
which distribution strategy to choose because then you should exactly calculate each
strategy. With help of this tool you can approach for each strategy how much stock should
be placed in the specific locations. When having calculated this for all three strategies it can
be compared and based on lowest cost the best solution is chosen. This approximation tool
is fast, transparent, effective and robust. Fast tools are needed for companies with a high
number of products and a fast changing product assortment. A heuristic is important and
needed because a precise optimization is mostly not possible due to practical problems as
high number of components and the size of a network therefore a heuristic is needed to
approach a near optimal solution (Houtum 2010). After calculating all three heuristics the
best distribution strategy is chosen, which will minimize the cost. The three heuristics; Cross
docking, Stock pooling and Zero safety stock will now be briefly explained.
Cross docking heuristic implies the idea of not having inventory at the central state, but to
place it all in the later states 𝑗𝜖(1,2, … , 𝐽). This heuristic is used when there is a high holding
cost at the central location compared to the later states, and / or when the lead time to the
central location is zero or negligible.
The Stock pooling heuristic is working with the idea of pooling the stock at a central place. It
has maximum inventory at the central place and minimum at the later locations. Because of
the central placement of the stock, the stock pooling effect occurs which decreases the
necessary volume of stock.
The zero safety stock heuristic, as the name indicates, does not make use of safety stock.
The stock can be placed in all states but the level of stock is always without safety stock in
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the central place. This system can be applicable when there is a high holding cost in
comparison to back order cost.
The procedure will be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Calculate Cross docking heuristic
Calculate Stock pooling heuristic
Calculate Zero safety stock heuristic
Choose best heuristic

In the next paragraph the two Echelon distribution system with the three heuristics will be
explained which contains the calculations for determining the optimal base stock levels and
how to evaluate the system. Numerical examples of the heuristics will be presented in the
appendix.
Two Echelon Distribution System

The distribution system is a two echelon distribution
system with multiple stocking locations. It contains a
central stock location at the beginning of the
distribution network followed by multiple stock
locations connected to the central one, see
Figure 16. For the locations 1 up to N there is a (S-1,S)

inventory policy used.

Figure 16 Inventory locations of a two Echelon distribution system

A two Echelon distribution system, see Figure 17, experiences demand on multiple
locations. The inventory can be placed central, decentral or in a combination. In this
paragraph the evaluation of the system will be explained as well as how to derive the
optimal base stock levels of each location by the Cross Docking, Stock Pooling and Zero
Safety Stock heuristic. Cross docking makes minimum use of the central location, stock
pooling makes maximum use of the central location and zero safety stock heuristic does not
make use of any safety stock at the central location. After calculating all three heuristics the
heuristic with the lowest cost will be selected as this will be the best distribution strategy.
For the comparison of the heuristics the in transit inventory cost is left out of the calculation
as it is constant. First, the general formulas and the symbol meanings will be displayed.
Subsequently, the heuristics will be explained.
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Figure 17 Two Echelon Distribution System

j = 0,….,J
location number
𝐿0 = Constant lead time to warehouse
𝐿𝑗 = Constant lead time from location 𝑗0 to j
𝐷𝑗 = Lead time demand of location j
ℎ𝑗 = Local inventory holding cost at location j
ℎ𝑗 ≥ ℎ0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 > 0
𝑏𝑗 = Local Backorder cost at location j
𝐵𝑗 = Local backorders at location j
𝑠𝑗 = Local base stock level of location j
𝐼𝑗 = Local inventory of location j
𝐵0𝑗 = Backorders at location 0 due to orders of location j
𝐽

𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑓𝑢𝑐𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛:

𝐶 (∑ 𝑠𝑗 ) = ℎ0 𝐸[𝐼0 ] + ∑ ℎ𝑗 𝐸(𝐼𝑗 ) + 𝑏𝑗 𝐸[𝐵𝑗 ])
𝑗=1

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑎𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 0 = 𝐸[𝐵0 ] = [𝐷0 − 𝑠0 ]+
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑎𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 0 = 𝐸[𝐼0 ] = [𝑠0 − 𝐷0 ]+
𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑗:

𝐷𝑗 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(𝜆𝑗 𝐿𝑗 )
𝐽

𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: 𝐷0 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛 (𝐿0 𝜆0 = 𝐿0 ∑ 𝜆𝑗 )
𝑗=1
+

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐵𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑗: 𝐸[𝐵𝑗 ] = [𝐵0𝑗 + 𝐷𝑗 − 𝑠𝑗 ] 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 > 0
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑗:

+

𝐸[𝐼𝑗 ] = [𝑠𝑗 − 𝐵0𝑗 − 𝐷𝑗 ] 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 > 0
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Cross Docking heuristic
In the Cross Docking heuristic the 𝑠0 = 0 , this implies that there is no inventory at the
central location but all the inventory is placed in the locations 𝑗𝜖(1,2, … , 𝐽). Therefore the
total cost is defined in the following way.
𝐽

𝐽
+

𝐶 (∑ 𝑠𝑗 ) = ∑ ℎ𝑗 𝐸(𝐼𝑗 ) + 𝑏𝑗 𝐸[𝐵𝑗 ]) = ∑(ℎ𝑗 𝐸[𝑠𝑗 − (𝐵0𝑗 + 𝐷𝑗 )] + 𝑏𝑗 𝐸[(𝐵0𝑗 + 𝐷𝑗 ) − 𝑠𝑗 ]
𝑗=1

+

𝑗=1
𝐽
+

= ∑(ℎ𝑗 𝐸[𝑠𝑗 − 𝑍𝑗 ] + 𝑏𝑗 𝐸[𝑍𝑗 − 𝑠𝑗 ]

+

𝑗=1

Where
𝑍𝑗 = (𝐵0𝑗 + 𝐷𝑗 )~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛 ((𝐿0 + 𝐿𝑗 )𝜆𝑗 )

The cost 𝐶(∑ 𝑠𝑗 ) is a newsboy type equation; the optimal base stock level can be calculated
with the following formula.
𝐹𝑗−1 (

𝑏𝑗
)
𝑏𝑗 + ℎ𝑗

This formula can be used for finding the optimal base stock level of location 1 to J, for the
location 0 there is no need to calculate the optimal base stock level because this is set to
zero. 𝐹𝑗−1 is the inverse cumulative distribution function of 𝑍𝑗 , with this the optimal base
stock level can be found.
With the base stock levels known the expected inventory and backorders can be calculated.
𝑠𝑗

𝐸[𝐼𝑗 ] = ∑ (𝑠𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝑍𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 )

,𝑗 ≠ 0

𝑑𝑗 =0
𝑠𝑗

𝐸[𝐵𝑗 ] = 𝐸[𝑍𝑗 ] − 𝑠𝑗 − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝑍𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 )

,𝑗 ≠ 0

𝑑𝑗 =0

Now all numbers are calculated the original costs function can be filled and the total cost is
known. In appendix 8 a calculation example can be found.
𝐽

𝐶 (∑ 𝑠𝑗 ) = ℎ0 𝐸[𝐼0 ] + ∑(ℎ𝑗 𝐸(𝐼𝑗 ) + 𝑏𝑗 𝐸[𝐵𝑗 ])
𝑗=1
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Stock Pooling heuristic
The Stock pooling heuristic is working with the idea of pooling the stock at a central place. It
has maximum inventory at the central place and minimum at the later locations. Because of
the central placement of the stock, the stock pooling effect occurs which decreases the
necessary volume of stock. 𝐶0 (𝑠0 ) is the objective as all stock levels were fixed to zero in the
locations j>0.
For the Stock Pooling heuristic the following constraint is set
𝐵𝑗 ≤ 𝐵0𝑗 + [𝐷𝑗 − 𝑠𝑗 ]

+

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 > 0

This means the cost function will be as follows
𝐽

𝐶(𝑠0 , 𝑠1 , 𝑠2 , … , 𝑠𝑗 ) = ℎ0 𝐸[𝐼0 ] + ∑(ℎ𝑗 𝐸(𝐼𝑗 ) + 𝑏𝑗 𝐸[𝐵𝑗 ])
𝑗=1
𝐽

≤ ℎ0 𝐸[𝑠0 − 𝐷0

]+

+

+

+ ∑ (ℎ𝑗 𝐸[𝑠𝑗 − 𝐷𝑗 ] + 𝑏𝑗 𝐸[𝐵0𝑗 ] + 𝑏𝑗 𝐸[𝐷𝑗 − 𝑠𝑗 ] )
𝑗=1

𝐸[𝐵0 ] = 𝐸[𝐷0 − 𝑠0 ]+
𝐸[𝐵0𝑗 ] = 𝜃𝑗 𝐸[𝐵0 ]
𝜃𝑗 =

𝜆𝑗
∑𝑗>0 𝜆𝑗

The right part of the inequality can be rewritten as follows:
𝐽

𝐽
+

+

[ℎ0 𝐸[𝑠0 − 𝐷0 ]+ + (∑ 𝑏𝑗 𝜃𝑗 ) 𝐸[𝐷0 − 𝑠0 ]+ ] + [∑ (ℎ𝑗 𝐸[𝑠𝑗 − 𝐷𝑗 ] + 𝑏𝑗 𝐸[𝐷𝑗 − 𝑠𝑗 ] )]
𝑗=1

𝑗=1

The first part represents the cost of location 0 and the right part represents the total cost of
location 1 up to J.
The newsboy type equation will be used to find the optimal base stock levels. For location
zero the calculation is different compared to the other locations.
𝐹0−1 (

𝑏0"
𝑏0" + ℎ𝑗

𝐽

𝑏0" = ∑ 𝑏𝑗
𝑗=1

)

𝜆𝑗
𝐽
∑𝐽=1 𝜆𝑗
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𝐹0−1 is the inverse cumulative distribution of 𝐷0 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛 (𝐿0 (∑𝐽𝐽=1 𝜆𝑗 ))
𝐹𝑗−1 (

𝑏𝑗
) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 = 1𝑡𝑜𝐽
𝑏𝑗 + ℎ𝑗

𝐹𝑗−1 is the inverse cumulative distribution of 𝐷𝑗 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(𝐿𝑗 𝜆𝑗 )
With this knowledge the optimal base stock levels for all the locations can be determined.
The next step is to evaluate the cost of the total system. To do this the expected backorders
and inventory should be determined first.
𝑠𝑗

𝐸[𝐵𝑗 ] = 𝐸[𝐷𝑗 ] − 𝑠𝑗 − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝐷𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 )

,𝑗 ≠ 0

𝑑𝑗 =0
𝐽

𝐸[𝐷𝑗 ] = 𝐿𝑗 𝜆𝑗 ,

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝜆0 = ∑ 𝜆𝑗
𝐽=1

𝑠𝑗

𝐸[𝐼0 ] = ∑ (𝑠𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝐷𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑑𝑗 =0

With all parameters known the total cost can be found by the original cost function
𝐽

𝐶 (∑ 𝑠𝑗 ) = ℎ0 𝐸[𝐼0 ] + ∑(ℎ𝑗 𝐸(𝐼𝑗 ) + 𝑏𝑗 𝐸[𝐵𝑗 ])
𝑗=1

In appendix 8 a calculation example can be found.

Zero safety stock heuristic
Zero safety stock heuristic, as the name indicates, does not make use of safety stock. The
stock can be placed in all states but the level of stock is without safety stock in the central
place. This system can be applicable when there is a high holding cost in comparison to back
order cost.
In this heuristic the constraint 𝑠0 = 𝐸[𝐷0 ] = 𝐿0 (∑𝐽𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗 ) is set. The base stock level 𝑠0 must
be an integer value and should be round down in case it is not.
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First all base stock levels should be determined and hence the systems total cost can be
evaluated. For the calculation of the base stock levels of 𝑠1 𝑢𝑝 𝑡𝑜 𝑠𝐽 the following formula is
used.
𝐹𝑗−1 (

𝑏𝑗
) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 > 0
𝑏𝑗 + ℎ𝑗

The distribution is Negative Binomial therefore the parameters 𝑛𝑗 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑗 should be
determined.
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛[𝑍] = 𝐸[𝑍] =
𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒[𝑍] = 𝑉[𝑍] =

𝑛𝑝
𝑛2 𝑝2
→ 𝐸[𝑍2 ] =
1−𝑝
1 − 𝑝2

𝑛𝑝
𝑛2 𝑝2
→ 𝑉[𝑍2 ] =
2
(1 − 𝑝)
(1 − 𝑝2 )2

𝐸[𝑍]
𝐸[𝑍2 ]
=1−𝑝 →
= 1 − 𝑝2
𝑉[𝑍]
𝑉[𝑍2 ]

For location 𝑗 = 1 … 𝐽 the following formulas are used
𝑍𝑗 = 𝐵0𝑗 + 𝐷𝑗
𝐸[𝑍𝑗 ] = 𝐸[𝐵0𝑗 ] + 𝐸[𝐷𝑗 ] =
𝜆𝑗

𝜆𝑗 𝐸[𝐵0 ]
∑𝐽𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗

+ 𝐿𝑗 𝜆𝑗

2

𝜆𝑗
𝜆𝑗
𝑉[𝑍𝑗 ] = 𝑉[𝐵0𝑗 ] + 𝑉[𝐷𝑗 ] = ( 𝐽
) 𝑉[𝐵0 ] + 𝐽
(1 − 𝐽
) 𝐸[𝐵0 ] + 𝐿𝑗 𝜆𝑗
∑𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗
∑𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗
∑𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗

In order to calculate 𝐸[𝑍𝑗 ] 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉[𝑍𝑗 ]first the variables: 𝑉[𝐷𝑗 ], 𝐸[𝐵0 ] 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸[(𝐵0 )2 ] should
be calculated.
𝑠𝑗

𝑠𝑗

𝐽

𝐸[𝐵0 ] = 𝐸[𝐷0 − 𝑠0 ] − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠0 ) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 ) = (∑ 𝜆𝑗 ) 𝐿0 − 𝑠0 − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠0 ) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑑𝑗 =0

𝑗=1

𝑑𝑗 =0
𝑠𝑗

)2

𝐸[(𝐵0 ] = 𝐸[((𝐷0 − 𝑠0

)+ )2

] = 𝐸[(𝐷0 − 𝑠0

)2 ]

2

− ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠0 ) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑑𝑗 =0

𝑠𝑗
2

= 𝐸[𝐷02 ] + 2𝑠0 𝐸[𝐷0 ] + (𝑠0 )2 − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠0 ) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑑𝑗 =0
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𝐽

2

𝐽

𝑠𝑗

𝐽

2

= (∑ 𝜆𝑗 ) 𝐿0 + ((∑ 𝜆𝑗 ) 𝐿0 ) − 2𝑠0 (∑ 𝜆𝑗 ) 𝐿′1 + (𝑠0 )2 − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠0 ) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑗=1

𝑗=1

𝑗=1

𝑑𝑗 =0

𝑉[𝐵0 ] = 𝐸[𝐵02 ] − 𝐸[𝐵0 ]2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸[𝐷𝑗 ] = 𝑉[𝐷𝑗 ]

With the parameters calculated above the 𝑛𝑗 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑗 value can be determined. Now with the
𝑛𝑗 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑗 parameters known the base stock levels can be determined with the inverse
cumulative distribution function of 𝑍𝑗 ~𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑏𝑖𝑛(𝑛𝑗 , 𝑝𝑗 )
𝐹𝑗−1 (

𝑏𝑗
)
𝑏𝑗 + ℎ𝑗

By knowing the base stock levels, now the system can be evaluated. The total cost can be
calculated with the following formula.
𝐽

𝐶 (∑ 𝑠𝑗 ) = ℎ0 𝐸[𝐼0 ] + ∑(ℎ𝑗 𝐸(𝐼𝑗 ) + 𝑏𝑗 𝐸[𝐵𝑗 ])
𝑗=1

Where 𝐸[𝐵𝑗 ] 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸[𝐼𝑗 ] can be calculated by the following formulas.
𝑠𝑗

𝐸[𝐵𝑗 ] = 𝐸[𝑍𝑗 ] − 𝑠𝑗 − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝑍𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑑𝑗 =0
𝑠𝑗

𝐸[𝐼𝑗 ] = ∑ (𝑠𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝑍𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑑𝑗 =0

Where 𝑍𝑗 follows the negative Binomial distribution, and 𝐸[𝐼0 ] and 𝐷0 can be derived with:
𝑠0

𝐸[𝐼0 ] = ∑ (𝑠0 − 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑑𝑗 =0

𝐽

𝐷0 𝑖𝑠 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛~ ((∑ 𝜆𝑗 ) 𝐿0 )
𝑗=1

A calculation example can be found in appendix 8.
As mentioned earlier all three heuristics should be calculated to determine the best
distribution strategy. When all three heuristics are calculated and evaluated, they can be
compared. The heuristic with the lowest cost will be chosen as the best fitting distribution
strategy. This strategy will indicates where to place stock and which base stock levels will be
appropriate.
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5.3

Combining the configuration and distribution strategy

When the configuration strategy is chosen based on the aspects cost, customer lead time
and flexibility, the distribution strategy can be selected by the heuristics. However, it is not
always needed to choose independently both a configuration and distribution strategy. For
example, in a make to order strategy there are no finished products in stock. Hence, there
will be no need for a distribution strategy. On the other hand, in case of the make to stock
strategies all combinations of configuration and distribution strategies can be made. For
each of the relevant combinations the optimal parameters can be determined; which will
lead to the optimal configuration and distribution strategy.
Next, the possible configuration and distribution strategy combinations will be explained, as
well as the procedure to determine the parameter values. The explanation of the
combinations will start with configuration strategy six and will finish with strategy one.
Configuration strategy six is a make to stock strategy in which the complete machines are
ordered from a supplier. In this situation the location and volume of the stock should be
determined with the decision support system described in paragraph 5.2. After calculating
the heuristics, the best locations and optimal base stock levels are determined.
Configuration strategy five is also a make to stock strategy. In this case the finished products
are made of subassemblies which are ordered from a supplier. In order to finish the
subassemblies additional raw materials are needed. Consequently, for this configuration
strategy three base stock levels need to be determined. The base stock level and location of
the finished products can be determined with the heuristics, in the same way as for strategy
six. For determining the base stock levels of the subassemblies and raw materials the
inverse cumulative function of the Poisson distribution can be used. The inverse cumulative
function of the Poisson distribution can be used because the problem can be written as a
newsboy type problem (Edward A. Silver, 1998).
Configuration strategy four is a make to stock strategy in which the production starts form
raw materials. In this case, it is needed to determine the base stock levels of the raw
materials and finished products. For determining the best location and the base stock level
of the finished products again the heuristic of paragraph 5.2 can be used. The base stock
levels of the raw materials can be determined with the inverse cumulative function of the
Poisson distribution.
Configuration strategy three is a make to order strategy. The production starts from a
subassembly which is purchased from a supplier. In order to finish the subassembly
additional raw materials are needed. In this strategy two base stock levels should be
determined; the base stock level of the purchased subassemblies and the raw materials. The
base stock levels can be determined by using the inverse cumulative function of the Poisson
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distribution. As this is a make to order strategy, there will not be a base stock level of
finished products.
Configuration strategy two is almost identical to strategy three the only difference is that
the subassemblies are made in-house and not purchased form a supplier. This means that
the determination of the base stock levels of the subassemblies and raw materials is the
same as for strategy three.
For configuration strategy one only the base stock level of the raw materials should be
determined. Strategy one is a make to order strategy in which the production starts from
raw materials. The base stock level of the raw materials can be determined with the inverse
cumulative function of the Poisson distribution.
This provides an overview of the six configuration strategies and an explanation of how to
determine the base stock level of raw materials, subassemblies and the base stock level and
location of finished products. This way the best combination of the configuration and
distribution strategy can be found.
This chapter covered the general decision support system for supplying capital goods. We
discussed the different configuration strategies and their influence on the three aspects;
cost factor, customer lead time and flexibility. Consequently, the decision support system
for selecting the appropriate distribution strategy was explained. The three heuristics and
their calculations for determining the optimal base stock levels and total cost were
presented. The decision support system will determine which configuration and distribution
strategy will best fit the company’s requirements. Finally, the possible combinations
between them were expounded.
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6. Case study
This chapter elaborates on the case study conducted at HCME Oosterhout. The case study is
conducted to demonstrate the application of the general model and to investigate the
assumptions that are made.
HCME strives to a ten working days delivery policy instead of the current three months
period, combined with a 98% in time delivery performance. The current production process
is assumed to take 10 working days as discussed in chapter 4 and has a stable production
capacity. In contrast, the demand which HCME faces is dynamic; there is variance in demand
in a fixed period of ten working days.
Before the decision support system of the configuration and distribution strategy can be
applied to HCME, a deeper understanding of the case is needed. It is useful to investigate
the consequences for the flexibility when the configuration strategy changes. For instance,
what are the benefits of altering from a complete machine to an upper structure strategy
regarding the stock levels? This will be discussed in paragraph 6.1. In paragraph 6.2 the
stock level is investigated in case of a make to stock strategy, what type of finished products
should be in stock? In order to answer these questions, first the opportunity of decreasing
stock levels by changing the configuration strategy will be determined. Subsequently, it can
be determine what specific product types should be in stock as finished product. After this
more detailed analysis of the case, two scenarios will be used to demonstrate the
application of the tool in paragraph 6.3.

6.1 Flexibility
The flexibility depends on the extent to which the machine has been completed. As
mentioned earlier HCME can produce in four different strategies; complete machine (CM)
which is a finished machine, Daruma (DA) and Upper structure (U/S) which are strategies
starting with subassemblies and lastly Complete Knock Down (CKD) which means production
from raw materials.
The production strategies differ in their flexibility. When having a complete machine there is
no flexibility, as the machine is in this specific configuration the only variation possible is the
destination of the machine. This means adding the manual in the correct language. On the
other extreme, when producing a machine as a CKD, so from raw materials, the machine can
be equipped with all possible specifications which makes it very flexible. When moving from
a complete machine strategy towards a complete knock down strategy the needed
inventory levels will decrease. This decrease is the result of the pulling effect, as earlier
discussed in paragraph 4.4.
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In order to determine the opportunity of gaining from this production flexibility, the current
demand is analyzed. Decreasing the different purchase models is not always possible, for
instance when only one specific type of a model is produced. After the investigation of the
current demand at HCME it appeared that 63 unique machine types out of the 193 possible
combinations were sold. The opportunity to decrease the amount of different purchase
models by changing the production strategy depends on the demand for the 63 sold unique
machines types.
Looking at the example of chapter 4.4; changing the production strategy of the ZX48
machine from CM to DA will reduce the number of different purchased subassemblies
significantly, as shown in Table 8. The table shows that switching from complete machines
to a Daruma strategy decreases stock theoretically by 27. In other words, when producing
according to the complete machine strategy there is need for 36 different types of finished
machines in stock, and in the case of a Daruma strategy only nine different subassemblies
are needed in stock. With these nine different subassemblies all 36 different complete
machines can be produced.

Number of different purchase subassemblies
or finished products in stock

Finished
machine
CM
36

Subassemblies
DA
9

U/S
2

Raw
materials
CKD
1

Table 8 Theoretical purchase subassemblies and finished products of ZX48

After analyzing the demand of the ZX48 model, column C in Table 10; it appeared that only
eight different types were sold. This means in case HCME produced according to the
complete machine strategy, they only needed eight different types of the ZX48 model in
stock. Because of this small number of variation the benefits of changing the production
strategy for this model to decrease the amount of different purchase subassemblies will be
small, see Table 9.

Number of different purchase subassemblies
or finished products in stock

Finished
machine
CM
8

Subassemblies
DA
3

U/S
2

Raw
materials
CKD
1

Table 9 Actual purchase subassemblies and finished products ZX48

Table 10 provides an overview of the unique machines that were sold in 2015. The columns
represent the models and the rows display the specifications which make the machine
unique. It can be seen that there is some opportunity to decrease the different purchase
models in stock for the models A to F, as many different specifications of these have been
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produced. In case of model G to K there is no opportunity to decrease the purchase models,
as there is only one specific type of model sold.
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII
XIII
XIV
XV
XVI
XVII
XVIII
total

A
59
0
54
7
0
65
19
0
0
5
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
213

B
240
0
90
13
2
8
37
1
0
5
4
0
4
2
0
0
0
0
406

C
107
2
72
11
0
0
29
0
2
5
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
232

D
28
0
13
58
75
0
1
17
9
0
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
204

E
225
0
20
69
68
13
0
14
12
0
0
0
1
3
2
3
2
1
433

F
264
98
59
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
429

G
0
413
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
413

H
0
53
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
53

I
326
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
326

J
40
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
40

K
0
178
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
178

total
1289
744
308
158
145
86
86
32
23
15
10
8
7
6
4
3
2
1
2927

Table 10 Unique machines sold in 2015

As said, the flexibility of the products depends on the production strategy. When you
produce a model as CKD you can produce the machine with all specifications. When moving
to a DA strategy there is less possibility to add specifications, which implies the need for
more different subassemblies in stock. In order to determine the benefits of changing the
production strategy, the current demand is analyzed. Table 11 shows the differences in
stock level per production strategy. The table is constructed by analyzing the demand per
model, and subsequently calculating the base stock levels. The base stock levels are
calculated per production strategy with the inverse cumulative function of the Poisson
distribution as explained in paragraph 5.2. Notice that there are no benefits of chancing the
production strategy for model H to K, as there are no specifications sold for those models.
For model F it can be seen that due to the technical specifications there is only a benefit
when changing the strategy to CKD. When producing this model as CKD there is a reduction
of 15 machines in stock at the beginning of the factory in comparison to the other
production strategies. By means of this table it is possible to strategically decide how to
produce each of the models in order to decrease the amount of finished machines,
subassemblies or raw materials in stock at the front of the factory and to increase the
flexibility.
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Model
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
total

CM
55
73
52
47
74
103
84
20
48
26
26
608

Stock in front of factory
Difference DARUMA difference
6
49
7
8
65
6
6
46
3
11
36
2
14
60
6
0
103
0
0
84
0
0
20
0
0
48
0
0
26
0
0
26
0
-45
563
-24

U/S difference CKD
42
5
37
59
5
54
43
6
37
34
4
30
54
5
49
103
15
88
84
0
84
20
0
20
48
0
48
26
0
26
26
0
26
539
-40
499

Table 11 Inventory of the models per production strategy

6.2 What to place in stock
As stated by Peters (2004), each product has its own characteristics and therefore should be
treated and analyzed individually. In the general model, an alternative to a MTO
configuration strategy will be a MTS configuration strategy. If MTS strategy is an option for
the company it has to be determined which products should be in stock. Discussion with the
management of HCME has led to the following two rules in case of a MTS strategy.
The decision of placing a specific machine in stock at HCME is made based on the demand
volume and whether it is sold to multiple countries. To provide a clear view on the method
used to determine the stock volume and the decision whether or not to put a specific
machine in stock, one model will be explained in detail.
The decision of placing the specific machine in stock is based on two factors. First, the
management has set the rule that when a machine accounts for 10% of the sold items or
more it will be put in stock. This percentage is the ratio between the number of sold
machines of that specific type and the total sold machines of the model. This means that
when an item is over 10% it is placed in stock, the so called fast movers. When looking at
Table 12 it can be seen that for example the type with specification CRK2 has a percentage
of 23.5% and hence always will be placed in stock. Second, it is taken into account whether
or not the machine is sold in multiple countries. For example, the type with specification
CRK2 is sold in multiple countries, but the CSRK2 model is only sold in Germany. When the
machine is sold in multiple countries and accounts for more than 10% of the sold items, it is
placed in stock. Besides these two rules, the management team has the final say to place
the machine in stock. Sometimes management concluded that it was necessary to put a
machine in stock, although it did not satisfy the two rules. There could be multiple reasons
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for this, for example; knowledge of significantly increasing sales of a specific model in the
near future or the strategical importance of a specific model.
Table 12 shows the details of the analysis of model “A”. The top row shows the different
machine specifications which were sold in one year, the explanation of the abbreviations is
given in appendix 9. In the first column the months and total number of sold items are
provided. Further in the lower rows, specific information and statistics are displayed, for
instance the mean demand per month and per half a month (ten working days).
Furthermore, specific machines can be sold in a single country or in multiple countries this is
also displayed in the lower rows of table 12. Next, the way to treat the specific model is
given; stock or priority. Thereafter, the percentage of the specific model compared to the
total number of sold machines of the model “A” is displayed.
Month\ Variants
jan
feb
march
apr
may
june
july
aug
sept
oct
nov
dec
total sum
mean
mean 0.5 month
country
rule
% / total

CP

CR

CRK2

CPK2

CR-NH CSRK2 CSPK2 CT
total
4
11
3
0
1
0
0
0
19
4
8
7
3
3
2
1
1
29
6
2
12
2
0
2
1
0
25
5
1
4
0
0
0
0
0
10
6
10
5
2
1
0
0
0
24
4
2
2
1
1
1
0
1
12
4
6
2
1
1
0
0
0
14
3
3
2
2
0
0
0
0
10
3
4
1
3
0
0
0
0
11
3
5
5
0
0
0
0
0
13
6
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
6
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
54
56
43
14
7
5
2
2
183
4,500
4,667
3,583
1,167 0,583 0,417 0,167 0,167 15,083
2,250
2,333
1,792
0,583 0,292 0,208 0,083 0,083 7,542
Multiple Multiple Multiple Multiple NL BE DE
DE
fr it
stock
stock
stock
stock
priority priority priority priority
29,51% 30,60% 23,50% 7,65% 3,83% 2,73% 1,09% 1,09% 100%

Table 12 Product details of model “A”

As can be seen not all machines will be placed in stock, those which are not placed in stock
are the slow moving items, different rules apply for these. There are three ways of dealing
with those slow moving items; priority production, ordering a complete machine from the
supplier or a track change.
Giving a machine priority in production means that it gets precedence over the regular
orders. The regular orders are the machines which are placed in stock. By providing priority,
the machines can be produced in a shorter lead time. In some cases it is necessary to order
the machine as a complete machine from the supplier in Japan. The decision to order
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directly is usually based upon a specific type which is demanded; an example is a large
machine of 6 tons in combination with no cabin and a short arm. In those rare cases it is
acceptable to provide a longer lead time and to order it completely at the supplier. Another
possibility is a track change in case such a machine is in stock. The decision to make the
track change depends on the situation, is there the possibility to produce the machine with
priority or is it faster to change the tracks.
Besides a track change there is no change of specification possible to a finished machine. All
specifications are deeply integrated in the machine; it would be very costly and time
consuming to change these specifications. Next to this, the possibility to standardize some
specifications of the machine is investigated. An example of standardizing some
specification in a model is given in appendix 10. The example investigates the possibility of
standardly integrating the hose rupture valve in a machine. When looking at the production
cost of the machine with and without the hose rupture valve, there is a significant price
difference which cannot be ignored. The reason for selling the machine without the hose
rupture valve is the price; some customers demand a less expensive machine and decide to
exclude this specification. Deciding to sell the machine with hose rupture valve protection at
the same price as without it would lead to a significant decrease in profit on the machine.
On the other hand, a reduction in product variants can lead to a decrease of inventories
because of pooling and a decrease of variance in the production process; both have a
positive effect on the cost. However, the decrease in profit does not outweigh the benefits
of reduction in production variants.

6.3 Scenarios
In this paragraph two scenarios will be investigated: strategy three and strategy six in
combination with strategy three. Those two scenarios are chosen in order to demonstrate
the effect of placing complete machines in stock in comparison to placing subassemblies in
stock.
For the calculation and comparison of the two scenarios, we continue with the example of
the model “A”. The model “A” has 8 different sales variants that were sold in one year, see
Table 12. First, in paragraph 6.3.1 strategy three will be calculated. Then in paragraph 6.3.2
strategy six in combination with strategy three will be calculated. Afterwards the two
scenarios are compared, and the advantages and disadvantages will be discussed in
paragraph 6.3.3.
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6.3.1 Scenario one

Figure 18 Strategy three

Strategy three is a make to order strategy in which the production starts from
subassemblies that are purchased from a supplier, Figure 18. For this strategy the base stock
levels of the subassemblies and the additional raw materials for finishing the subassemblies
need to be determined. Producing with subassemblies can be done in two forms at HCME;
as Daruma (DA) or as Upper Structure (U/S). Therefore, the required base stock levels of
both situations will be calculated and compared. When producing from subassemblies it is
possible to create different finished products from one subassembly. Hence, an analysis is
performed to find out which types can be made from one subassembly. In Table 13 the
possible combinations of types are shown when producing with subassemblies. In the first
column all different types that were sold at HCME with the corresponding mean demand
are displayed. In the second column the subassembly Daruma is showed, it can be noticed
that multiple types are now combined. For example, the type CR and CR-NH are combined,
because when producing Daruma the specification hose rupture valve is still possible to be
added. Therefore, the subassembly can be used for both types. Looking at the third column
it can be noticed that only two different subassemblies are left. This means that when
producing with an Upper structure strategy there is need for two different kinds of
subassemblies in stock in order to produce all eight different products.
different types
Daruma
Upper Structure
Type
Mean
Type
Mean
Type
Mean
CP
2,25
CP+CT
2,333333
CP+CR+CR-NH+CT
4,958333
CR 2,333333 CR+CR-NH
2,625 CRK2+CPK2+CSRK2+CSPK2 2,666667
CRK2 1,791667 CRK2+CSRK2
2
CPK2 0,583333 CPK2+CSPK2 0,666667
CR-NH 0,291667
CSRK2 0,208333
CSPK2 0,083333
CT 0,083333
total
7,625
total
7,625
total
7,625
Table 13 Combination possibilities for DA and U/S

When the combination possibilities of the subassemblies are known, the base stock levels
for both subassembly strategies can be determined. The base stock levels can be
determined with the inverse cumulative function of the Poisson distribution as explained
earlier. The base stock levels for both subassembly strategies are shown in Table 14. It can
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be noticed that when shifting from the DA to the U/S strategy, in total less base stock will be
needed due to the stock pooling effect. An example of this is given in appendix 11.
Daruma
Type
Mean
CP+CT
2,3333
CR+CR-NH
2,625
CRK2+CSRK2
2
CPK2+CSPK2 0,6667
total
7,625

BS
6
6
5
3
20

Upper Structure
Type
Mean
CP+CR+CR-NH+CT
4,9583
CRK2+CPK2+CSRK2+CSPK2 2,6667

total

7,625

BS
10
6

16

Table 14 Base stock levels DA and U/S

In the case of a subassembly production strategy there is also need for additional parts to
finish the product. In case of a Daruma strategy there is need for an arm, boom and a blade.
When using the Upper Structure strategy we also need parts for the undercarriage, besides
the previous named parts. Therefore, also for those parts the base stock levels are
determined. For those parts there is the possibility to combine the demand of the multiple
types because they make use of the same parts. For the Daruma strategy all types use the
same blade and boom. For the arm there are two options: short or long. So for the blade
and boom all means can be summed and the base stock levels can be determined, for the
arm the demand should be calculated separately. In Table 15 the base stock levels per
strategy are displayed. It can be noticed that there is almost no difference in volume
between the two strategies, except when producing U/S there is need for an extra 14
undercarriages.

Part
Mean
BS

Daruma
Upper structure
Boom Blade Arm L Arm S undercarriage Boom Blade Arm L Arm S
7,625 7,625 7,333 0,292
7,625
7,625 7,625 7,333 0,292
14
14
13
2
14
14
14
13
2

Table 15 Base stock levels for DA and U/S per part

In order to express the inventory cost the holding cost of the subassemblies should be
determined. The exact holding cost is not precisely known but can be determined. It is
known that the Daruma subassembly is finished for around 60% and the Upper Structure
subassembly for around 40%, therefore the holding cost can be approximated. By
multiplying the percentage of completeness with the holding cost of a complete product the
cost can be determined. Therefore the holding cost of a Daruma is 7200€ ∗ 0.6 = 4320€
and subsequently the holding cost of an Upper Structure is 7200€ ∗ 0.4 = 2880€
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Now for the subassemblies the holding cost can be determined. For the Daruma strategy
this is 20 ∗ 4320€ = 86400€ and for the Upper Structure strategy this is 16 ∗ 2880€ =
46080€
For the raw materials a rough estimation of the holding cost is made. However, this cost
should be determined in detail in order to make a solid comparison. For now we estimate
the holding cost, this has no big influence on the conclusions later because the holding cost
of the parts are a rather small part of the total holding cost. The holding costs of the parts of
the blade, arm, boom and undercarriage are estimated to be 80€, 100€, 100€ and 200€
respectively. With those costs known the holding cost of the raw materials can be
determined. The holding cost for Daruma is 14 ∗ 80€ + 14 ∗ 100€ + 13 ∗ 100€ + 2 ∗
100€ = 4020 and for Upper Structure14 ∗ 200€ + 14 ∗ 80€ + 14 ∗ 100€ + 13 ∗ 100€ +
2 ∗ 100€ = 6820€. With all holding costs known the total holding cost of the two
subassembly strategies can be compared. The Daruma strategy has a total holding cost of
90.420€ (€86.400+€4.020) and the Upper Structure strategy a total holding cost of 52.900€
(€46.080+€6.820).
To conclude, when choosing strategy three there are two options, producing them from the
Daruma or Upper Structure subassembly. In the case of a Daruma this will result in a holding
cost of 90420€, and in the case of Upper Structure in a holding cost of 52900€.
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6.3.2 Scenario two

Figure 19 Strategy six

In scenario two a combination of strategy six and three is used. Strategy six is a strategy in
which the machines are ordered to stock, see Figure 19. Based on the decision rules as
described in paragraph 6.2 four sales variants will be placed in stock: CP, CR, CRK2 and CPK2.
The other variants: CR-NH, CSRK2, CSPK2 and CT will be placed in stock as subassemblies.
First, strategy six will be calculated, subsequently in combination with strategy three.
For strategy six the Restriction Decomposition Algorithm of Gallego (2007) will be used in
order to determine what the optimal distribution strategy is for the finished machines. The
algorithm consists of three heuristics, which should all be calculated. Based on the results of
all three heuristics, the one with the lowest cost will be chosen as the optimal distribution
strategy.
The distribution network used in the heuristics is displayed in Figure 20 it can be seen that
there is one central location and subsequently there are multiple decentral locations. The
central location represents the stocking location at the factory and the decentral locations
represent the national importers. HCME delivers their products to more than 21 different
countries, which means there would be a lot of decentral locations to calculate. Besides the
many locations, also the demand volume of some of those locations is very low. Because of
the aforementioned reasons and to keep it simple and clear, we only made use of five
national importers in this calculation. The five selected national importers represent the Big
Five, this is a term used by HCME for the five countries that sell the most machines. The
other countries are put together and will be treated as one national importer represented
by the name “other”. By using this approach the decentral-locations will be limited to six.
In order to use the heuristics multiple input parameters are needed: demand, lead times,
holding costs and backordering costs.

Figure 20 Distribution network
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In Table 16 the mean demand of each country per specific type of “A” is displayed, the
demand is per half a month.
CP
DE
FR
GB
IT
NL
Other

CR

CRK2
CPK2
--0,125 0,833333
0,375
0,083333 0,458333 0,291667 0,041667
2,166667 0,416667
------0,5
--------0,166667 0,041667
--0,833333
0,5
0,125

Table 16 Demand per country of model “A” per 10 working days

The lead time to the central location is ten working days as this is the throughput time of
the factory in order to make a complete machine. The lead time from the factory to the
national importer is assumed to be one day. The holding cost of the machine depends on
the location. At the factory location the holding cost is 20% of the production cost. At the
national importers this is 20% of the purchase cost. For this example we assume that the
production cost of the machine is 36.000€ therefore the holding cost of the machine is:
36,000€ ∗ 20% = 7,200€ . The holding cost at the national importer can be determined by
multiplying the purchase cost with 20%. It is assumed that the purchase price of the
machine is 20% higher as the production cost at the factory. Therefore the holding cost at
the national importers is: 36,000€ ∗ 1.20 ∗ 0.2 = 8,640€. The backorder cost are not
known yet, but can be calculated later on and can be found in the details of the calculation
in appendix 12. With all parameters known all three heuristics of the Restriction
Decomposition Algorithm can be calculated, the calculation method is extensively discussed
and described in paragraph 5.2. For the calculation details appendix 12 can be consulted.
The results of the calculated heuristics for the four types of “A” can be found in Table 17.
This table shows for each type the corresponding base stock levels and total cost of all three
heuristic. The heuristic with the lowest cost should be selected as best option.
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CP

CR

Heuristic
Cross docking
Stock pooling
Zero safety stock
Cross docking
Stock pooling
Zero safety stock
Cross docking

CRK2

Stock pooling
Zero safety stock
Cross docking

CPK2

Stock pooling
Zero safety stock

Base stock levels
(𝑠𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 , 𝑠𝐹𝑅 , 𝑠𝐺𝐵 ) = (0,1,6)
(𝑠𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 , 𝑠𝐹𝑅 , 𝑠𝐺𝐵 ) = (6,0,2)
(𝑠𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 , 𝑠𝐹𝑅 , 𝑠𝐺𝐵 ) = (3,1,4)
(𝑠𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 , 𝑠𝐷𝐸 , 𝑠𝐹𝑅 , 𝑠𝐺𝐵 , 𝑠𝐼𝑇 , 𝑠𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 )
= (0,1,2,2,2,3)
(𝑠𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 , 𝑠𝐷𝐸 , 𝑠𝐹𝑅 , 𝑠𝐺𝐵 , 𝑠𝐼𝑇 , 𝑠𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 )
= (6,0,1,1,1,1)
(𝑠𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 , 𝑠𝐷𝐸 , 𝑠𝐹𝑅 , 𝑠𝐺𝐵 , 𝑠𝐼𝑇 , 𝑠𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 )
= (3,1,2,1,1,2)
(𝑠𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 , 𝑠𝐷𝐸 , 𝑠𝐹𝑅 , 𝑠𝑁𝐿 , 𝑠𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 )
= (0,3,2,1,2)
(𝑠𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 , 𝑠𝐷𝐸 , 𝑠𝐹𝑅 , 𝑠𝑁𝐿 , 𝑠𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 )
= (5,1,1,0,1)
(𝑠𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 , 𝑠𝐷𝐸 , 𝑠𝐹𝑅 , 𝑠𝑁𝐿 , 𝑠𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 )
= (2,2,1,1,2)
(𝑠𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 , 𝑠𝐷𝐸 , 𝑠𝐹𝑅 , 𝑠𝑁𝐿 , 𝑠𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 )
= (0,2,1,1,1)
(𝑠𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 , 𝑠𝐷𝐸 , 𝑠𝐹𝑅 , 𝑠𝑁𝐿 , 𝑠𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 )
= (3,1,0,0,0)
(𝑠𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 , 𝑠𝐷𝐸 , 𝑠𝐹𝑅 , 𝑠𝑁𝐿 , 𝑠𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 )
= (1,2,1,1,1)

Total cost
47537.48
46675.66
46387.80
97512.45
67250.60
68967.50
77585.82
56940.55
55560.20
46582.15
34860.85
46112.83

Table 17 Results heuristics for types in stock

It can be seen that there is not a single heuristic that is always the best option. For the types
investigated it was never the best option to use a cross docking strategy. Sometimes the
cross docking strategy was very expensive in comparison to the other strategies. It can be
noticed that for some types the costs of the different heuristics are close to each other but
sometimes they are far apart. When comparing the strategies of one type the sum of the
base stock levels are close together, so there are no extreme differences in volume of stock
keeping between the strategies.
Now strategy three will be used to determine the base stock levels of the remaining types
CR-NH, CSRK2, CSPK2 and CT which are produced from subassemblies in stock. As earlier
mentioned for this strategy the base stock levels of the subassemblies and the raw materials
should be determined. Again the Daruma and Upper structure subassemblies will be
compared to see the difference between them. Because there are only four types of
machines left the possibility to combine types is lower. When producing Daruma there are
still four types so there is no decrease in different variants of subassemblies in stock in
contrast to the earlier example of scenario one. When shifting to Upper Structure there is a
decrease of two subassemblies, see Table 18. In this table also the mean demand is
displayed and the corresponding base stock levels. It can be noticed that shifting from
Daruma to Upper Structure only has a small benefit of one subassembly less in stock.
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Type
CR-NH
CSRK2
CSPK2
CT
Total

Daruma
Mean
0,2917
0,2083
0,0833
0,0833
0,6667

BS
2
1
1
1
5

Upper Structure
Type
Mean
CR-NH+CT
0,375
CSRK2+CSPK2
0,2917

Total

0,6667

BS
2
2

4

Table 18 Base stock levels Daruma and Upper Structure for scenario two

For the raw materials also the base stock levels are determined see Table 19. Again there
are no differences between the two subassembly strategies besides the extra three
undercarriages in stock for the Upper Structure strategy.

Part
Mean
BS

Daruma
Upper structure
Boom Blade Arm L Arm S undercarriage Boom Blade Arm L Arm S
0,667 0,667 0,375 0,292 0,666666667 0,667 0,667 0,375 0,292
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
2
2

Table 19 Base stock levels raw materials for Daruma and Upper structure of scenario two

Now the base stock levels are determined, the holding cost can be calculated. For the
holding costs of the subassemblies and the raw materials the same figures can be used as in
scenario one. So, the holding cost for the Daruma strategy is 5 ∗ 4320€ = 21600€ and for
the Upper Structure strategy 4 ∗ 2880€ = 11520€
For the holding cost of the raw materials also the figures of scenario one can be used.
Therefore the holding cost for Daruma is 3 ∗ 100€ + 3 ∗ 80€ + 2 ∗ 100€ + 2 ∗ 100€ =
940€ and for Upper Structure 3 ∗ 100€ + 3 ∗ 80€ + 2 ∗ 100€ + 2 ∗ 100€ + 3 ∗ 200 =
1540€.
With all holding costs known the total holding cost of the two subassembly strategies can be
compared. The Daruma strategy has a total holding cost of 22,540€ (€21,600+€940) and the
Upper Structure strategy a total holding cost of 13,060€ (€11,520+€1,540).
In order to compare this scenario with scenario one the holding cost of the finished
machines, subassemblies and raw materials should be summed. The holding cost of type CR,
CP, CRK2 and CPK2 are summed together for the heuristic with the lowest cost. The total
holding cost for the finished machines is 182,442.33€. The holding cost of finished
machines can be added to the holding cost of subassemblies and raw materials of the
situation of Daruma or Upper structure, therefore there are two different total holding
costs: 204982.33€ (€182,422.33+€22,540) and 195502.33€ (€182,422.33+€13,060).
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6.3.3 Discussion
Now all base stock levels are determined for scenario one and two, the advantages and
disadvantages can be discussed.
Scenario one uses configuration strategy three and is a make to order strategy starting
production from subassemblies. Scenario two is a combination of strategies. Strategy six is
used for the types that are placed in stock completely and strategy three for the remaining
types. In strategy three there is made a separation in two different subassemblies: Daruma
and Upper Structure. Therefore in the comparison of the scenarios this will also be
distinguished. In Table 20 the two scenarios will be compared in which the Daruma
subassemblies are used for strategy three, in Table 21 the Upper Structure subassemblies
are used. In the first column the cost, customer lead time and flexibility are presented;
those are the three factors on which the scenarios are compared. Further in the top row the
two scenarios are displayed, in which scenario two is splitted in two columns because it uses
strategy six and three. The production cost, customer lead time and flexibility are evaluated
with a plus or minus symbol; those signs can be replaced by actual values after further
research by the company to give a better feeling of those categories. The purchase cost is
displayed in euros and is the purchase price per product. The stock keeping cost represents
the total holding cost of the scenario. By means of the two tables the advantages and
disadvantages of both scenarios will be discussed. First, scenario one and two will be
compared in case strategy three make use of a Daruma subassembly. Subsequently, the
differences between using a Daruma and Upper Structure subassembly will be discussed.
Scenario one
Strategy three
Cost

Production
Purchase
Stock keeping
Customer lead time
flexibility

+/21600€
90420€
+/+/-

Scenario two
strategy six + three
1 to 4
5 to 8
--+/36000
21600€
182422€ 22540€
+++
+/-----

Table 20 Comparison scenario one and two Daruma

Scenario one
Strategy three
Cost

Production
Purchase
Stock keeping
Customer lead time
flexibility

+
14400€
52900€
+/-

Scenario two
Strategy six + three
1 to 4
5 to 8
--+
36000€ 14400€
182422€ 13060€
+++
--+/-

Table 21 comparison scenario one and two Upper Structure
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Scenario one has higher production cost than scenario two, this is the result of the fact that
in scenario two the types one to four are purchased completely and are already produced,
so there is no production costs for them. In scenario two only types five to eight have to be
produced, in contrast to scenario one where all types have to be produced. Therefore, the
production cost of scenario one is higher than in scenario two. For the purchase cost it can
be seen that scenario one has a lower cost than type one to four of scenario two. This is due
to the fact that scenario one purchases subassemblies which are cheaper than finish
machines. For this reason the purchase cost of scenario one is lower than scenario two. The
total stock keeping cost of scenario one is also lower in comparison to scenario two. The
stock keeping cost is lower because holding subassemblies in stock is cheaper than finished
machines. Finished machines in stock are more expensive because of the added value which
is already added to the machines. For type one to four in scenario two it can be seen that
there is a very short customer lead time, this because the machines are placed in stock. In
contrast, for type five to eight and scenario one those are placed in stock as subassemblies
and therefore still have to be produced. So, based on customer lead time scenario two
performs better, as some machines are immediately deliverable. The flexibility of scenario
one is significantly higher than of scenario two. The reason that the flexibility of scenario
two is low is the result of two reasons. Firstly, scenario two makes use of strategy six which
means finished machines are ordered from the supplier. When using finished machines
there is no flexibility in the production. Secondly, for the other four types in scenario two,
strategy three is used but because there are already four types in stock there are only four
types left which are produced from subassemblies. For the four types left that will be made
from subassemblies the possibility to combine types is low. In the case of using the Daruma
subassemblies there is no flexibility; see table 20. In case of using Upper Structure there is a
possibility to combine subassemblies and hence with two different types of subassemblies
in stock four different finished products can be made. This difference of using a Daruma or
Upper Structure subassembly can be seen in the bottom row of table 20 and 21. When
comparing those tables it can be noticed that there are more differences between the
Daruma and Upper Structure subassembly. Production costs of the Upper Structure
subassembly are higher because there is need for more added value compared to the
Daruma subassembly. It is also straightforward that the purchase cost of the Upper
Structure subassemblies are lower in comparison to the Daruma subassemblies because
Daruma is a further finished subassembly, and therefore the supplier has to add more value
and the purchase price will be higher. Subsequently also the stock keeping cost of the
Daruma subassemblies is higher as for the Upper Structure subassemblies. The customer
lead time of the Upper Structure subassembly is higher than of the Daruma, this is also a
result of the percentage to what extend the subassembly is finished. The Daruma
subassembly is for 60% a finished product and the Upper Structure for 40%, therefore the
customer lead time of the Upper Structure is longer.
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After comparing the two scenarios the company is able to decide which scenario best fits
their requirements. This comparison of scenarios is only presented as an example, for a
good comparison multiple different scenarios should be investigated. For instance, in this
example there is chosen to compare strategy three in scenario one against strategy six in
combination with strategy three in scenario two, but it could be the case that for scenario
two a combination of strategy six and one was a better fit. Also, it is strongly recommended
to express all categories: cost, customer lead time and flexibility in numbers. In order to
express them all in numbers an in depth investigation of the exact costs, lead time and
flexibility should be performed. When all categories are expressed in numbers, a grounded
decision on the right configuration strategy can be made by the company.
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7. Implementation
This chapter describes the practical details for implementing the general decision support
system. It will describe how to implement the model as well as what decisions to make in
order to guarantee a well based decision.
It is important to have the company’s strategy clear in mind before using the model. Out of
this fundament a company should make the right decisions to accomplish their mission. For
HCME there are restrictions set by the management that arise from the strategy. HCME
strive to have a ten working days delivery policy with a 98 percent in time delivery
performance. Those restrictions should be taken into account when making the decisions in
the model.
When choosing a configuration strategy data is required. In order to compare multiple
configuration strategies the following data should be known; the demand pattern per type
and the distribution over the different countries. This data is required in order to calculate
base stock levels and to discover the opportunity to decrease the variation in
subassemblies. For the latter also the product details should be known; which products are
family or where in the production process additional specifications can be added. The costs
of purchasing, producing and stock keeping of the different configuration strategies should
be known in order to make a decision based on costs. When knowing the three cost factors
for all different configuration strategies a comparison can be made and based on the
comparison a choice for a particular strategy can be made. For the lead time the percentage
of completeness of the subassemblies should be known. This percentage should indicate
how much of the total lead time this subassembly represents. As an example, a Daruma
subassembly is finished for 60% and therefore only 40% of the total lead time is needed to
finish the product. By means of this percentage a comparison can be made based on the
lead times. To summarize, with all data known and the restrictions out of the company’s
strategy in mind, a well based decision of which configuration strategy to choose can be
made.
When selecting an optimal distribution system by using the restriction decomposition
algorithm of Gallego (2007) there is a need for parameters. The data needed for the
algorithm in order to select the appropriate distribution strategy are: holding and
backordering cost, mean demand per country and per product type, lead times and the
service level. With the data known for each product and country the model can be
calculated and the optimal strategy can be chosen.
In case the model is used to determine the configuration and distribution strategy for the
first time, this should be done for all products. When determining those strategies this is
done per specific product, however it is important to keep the product family in mind. An
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example will be provided to emphasize the importance of keeping the product family in
mind. When looking at the example of chapter six with model “A” strategy six was chosen as
calculation example. The model “A” is a product family with eight specific product types. It
can be noticed for this example that only four out of the eight products were kept in stock
based on the decision rules, meaning that for the remaining four a different configuration
strategy should be selected. But because there are only four types left of this model the
benefits of using a subassembly are significantly decreased. With this example it can be seen
that choosing a configuration strategy for one type in the model has an effect on the choice
of the rest of the types. Hence, in the case of adding a new type of product to the
assortment the determination of the configuration strategy should be repeated because of
the underlying influences of the types per model.
Once the configuration and distribution strategies are determined it is advisable to
frequently check the demand characteristics of all products. This should for instance be
done when there is no demand anymore or there is only demand occurring from one
country for a specific type. Then it can be the case that the configuration or distribution
strategy is not appropriate anymore for that product. In case of changing demand
characteristics the decision support system of that model should be performed again. In the
case of a change in average demand also the base stock levels should be determined in
order to assure the correct base stock levels.

8. Conclusion and recommendations
This chapter first describes the conclusions of the research and next the recommendations
for further research. The main research question that was formulated in the beginning of
the research is shown below.
What are the consequences in cost, customer lead time and volumes for different
configuration and distribution strategies at HCME Oosterhout?

8.2 Conclusion
Out of the main research question six sub questions resulted, the first three questions deal
with the detailed analysis of HCME, and the last three are about the decision support tool.
First, a short summery of the first three subquestions will be provided. Subsequently, the
last three questions will be answered by the developed decision support system.
 What is the current customer lead time of the mini excavators at HCME Oosterhout?
The current customer lead time for the mini excavators at HCME Oosterhout is three
months. This period is the fixed forecast period of the national importers. In these three
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months they cannot change or cancel their order. This long freeze period is needed to
flatten the demand variance over the period and to overcome the long supplier lead time.


What are the demand and product characteristics of the mini excavators at HCME
Oosterhout?
The demand characteristics of the mini excavators were analyzed and it appeared that the
Poisson distribution was most suitable to the discovered demand pattern. This result is
based on the One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and literature. The company offers a
high number of sales variants, but only sells one third of these variants. Of the variants that
were sold only nineteen specific machines accounted for 80% of the total number sold.


What are the production characteristics of the mini excavators at HCME Oosterhout?

At HCME Oosterhout there are four different production strategies used; Complete Machine
(CM), Daruma (DA), Upper Structure (U/S) and Complete Knock Down (CKD). Strategy CM is
an order to stock strategy, DA and U/S are make to order strategies where the production
starts from subassemblies ordered form the supplier. CKD is a make to order strategy where
the production starts from raw materials. HCME produces with a make to order strategy.
Those production strategies are different in the level of completeness and hence they vary
in production flexibility. The flexibility that can be reached by changing the production
strategy at HCME is limited, because the number of different variants sold is low. For the
machines with capacity up to three tons there is no production flexibility, because they are
only sold as standard machines. For the heavier machines from three up to six tons
production flexibility can have an advantage, because subassemblies can be combined for
multiple products. The production capacity is constant this means that it is not possible to
quickly adapt it in order to react on demand fluctuation.
The last three sub questions are:




What is a good production strategy to have an acceptable balance between flexibility
and cost at HCME Oosterhout?
Where in the distribution network is the best place to keep stock for a specific
machine segment?
Which machines should be in stock and in what amount?

In order to provide an answer to these three sub questions a decision support system was
created. The decision support tool is used to determine a suitable configuration and
distribution strategy. The decision support system exists of two parts, a decision support
system for the configuration strategy and one for the distribution strategy. The scenarios
resulting from the decision support system can be compared based on cost, customer lead
time and flexibility. As an example, in chapter six two scenarios were compared in order to
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demonstrate the use of the decision support tools. With this comparison the company can
decide which scenario best fits their requirements based on cost, flexibility and customer
lead time. With this tool a blueprint is created for the company to compare different
scenarios and to determine the best configuration and distribution strategy.

8.2 Recommendations
In this paragraph the recommendations for HCME Oosterhout and further research are
described.
For a good decision of the configuration strategy an in depth investigation of all cost factors
of the production is needed. This means in all different situations from CM to CKD and with
or without local suppliers. Based on this in depth research a grounded decision on the
production strategy can be made. This investigation will be very challenging because of the
amount of factors involved in the total cost and the way of discovering their accurate value.
Examples of these difficult to determine factors are; fluctuations in the Yen/Euro ratio,
political influence in the purchase price of a sub-assembly, choosing a local supplier for noncritical parts instead of the main supplier, capacity constraints on the side of the supplier or
HCME, and import taxes of parts or a complete machine. The in depth investigation is
important because with the exact numbers a more solid comparison between the scenarios
can be made.
It can be recommended to make the design of the mini excavators more universal. At this
moment, there are situations in which a minor change such as an extra counterweight
implies there have to be two models in stock as subassembly in front of the factory. The
machines should be designed in a smart way so changes in the model can be made quickly
in order to provide the customers with a wide variety of machines, and at the same time
creating them from a low number of different subassemblies in stock.
Finally, it is recommendation to take into account the effect of a tender on the decision
support system. A big tender has a significant influence on the system. When such a big
order arrives the system should be able to react on it without disturbing the normal orders.
This is very difficult in the current situation in which the production capacity is constant. A
possible solution can be having stock buffers that can absorb this peak demand. The
research of the effect of the tender is comprehensive because of the diverse factors that are
involved.
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Appendix 1
Research model
In this research the model of Mitroff et al. (1974) has been used. The research model is used
to support the design of the distribution network. As can be seen below the model consists
of four phases. The four phases will be followed during the research and are described
below. However, the last step implementation will be out of scope for this project.
Conceptualization
 Construction of conceptual models of the problem and system by means of
grounded theory from the literature about distribution designs.
 Identification of the scope of the model and the variables to include.
Modelling
 Define quantitative causal relationships between variables
 Construction of the quantitative model
 Validate model assumptions with reality
Model solving
 Guarantee the availability of real life data from HCME Oosterhout
 Test data with designed models
 Discuss the results of the model
 Identify recommendations and opportunities for HCME Oosterhout
Implementation
 Implement the model
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Appendix 2
In this appendix an explanation is given of the conceptual model and the relevant variables.

Conceptual model
The conceptual theoretical relation which is involved in the research is displayed below. It
involves the change in the design of a distribution network and the effects on the supply
chain.

Model variables
There are multiple variables involved in the redesign of the distribution network. The data of
the variables can be gathered in different ways. The variables can be analyzed by a
qualitative or a quantitative approach, also known as primary and secondary data. Both
approaches will be used in this research. The qualitative approach in the form of semistructured interviews will be used to explore the current distribution network. When using a
structured interview it could be the case that the questions are too specific and narrow,
whereas by using an unstructured interview there is the possibility of losing the aim of the
interview. For this reason a semi-structured interview is chosen. By using a semi-structured
interview there is a set of predetermined questions which will be asked, but also additional
questions which emerge from the answers will be asked. By means of these open ended
questions a deep insight can be generated of the important concepts of the distribution
network without losing the aim of the interview. The interviews are conducted with all key
figures of the distribution network to obtain a clear overview from multiple viewpoints.
Next to the qualitative data also quantitative data will be gathered. The quantitative data
will be collected from multiple databases. With the qualitative data hard figures can be
given to the variables and improvement potential can be calculated. Now the key variables
involved will be explained as well as how the data will be gathered.
Demand
The demand rate will be based on historical data. Possibly, there will be difficulty to discover
the real customer demand rate and distribution. This because HCME Oosterhout delivers
the mini excavators to a national importer, the national importer in his place delivers to a
local dealer somewhere in the country and they subsequently deliver the machine to the
end customer. In this process the real end customer orders are hard to define. The orders
received at HCME Oosterhout are on a monthly basis and three months ahead. Next to this,
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these orders are on a forecast basis of the national importer who predicts the future
demand and is in parallel taking into account their own available stock. This situation makes
it challenging to discover a stochastic demand pattern for a particular product. Another
challenge in discovering a demand distribution is the fact of low volumes. When having few
data points it is hard to find a demand pattern because of random variation, in the case of
multiple data points the pattern will be easier to discover and separate from the random
variation.
Order lead time
The current order lead time can be defined based on historical data from the database of
HCME. Based on the data it can be examined if there are big differences in lead time
between specific product types. The aim is to reduce the order lead time to two weeks; by
means of the historical data the improvement can be measured.
Holding cost
The cost of holding raw material, work in process and complete machines can be collected
at the cost and process department. Here an overview of all costs is available over the
different production steps. Holding cost include e.g. labor cost, raw material cost and
overhead cost.
Production lead time
The different types of mini excavators have different manufacturing lead times. This is
because of differences in scale and production method (CKD, U/S, DA, CM). The data will be
collected from the HCME database and on takt-time measurements.
Service level
The service level will be based on two aspects: on time delivery and demand coverage. The
on time delivery should be 98%, so this will be a constraint for the distribution network
design. The demand coverage is the percentage of the ordered machines that will be
offered to the importer, as it is not always possible to produce all the ordered machines due
to capacity constraints and raw material inventory.
Lost sales
The lost sales could be measured by comparing the requested machines by the importers to
the offered machines by HCME Oosterhout. The difference provides the number of lost
sales. However, this could be a wrong indication due to a possible shortage gaming effect.
The required data can be found in the database of HCME.
Production strategy
The production strategy can be in four different forms CKD, U/S, DA and CM as explained in
chapter two. The production strategy can differ by each type of mini excavator.
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Purchase cost
The purchase cost is different for each type and depends on the production strategy. Buying
a complete machine is more expensive than in parts. Also, the transportation cost of a
complete machine is higher than of parts. The purchase costs can be collected at the
purchase department.
Inventory level
The inventory level at the factory as well as at the importers can be found in the database of
HCME. As the assignment is to redesign the distribution network the inventory level is a key
variable.
Flexibility
The flexibility can be measured by looking at the number of different purchase models and
subsequently the possible different sales types that can be made out of it. Also the flexibility
to the market can be determined. For example by stock pooling the flexibility can be
increased due to making the machines available to all importers instead of one.
Production cost
The production costs differ between models and the production strategy due to for instance
labor intensity or size differences. The costs of production can be found at the cost and
process control department of HCME.
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Appendix 3
Unique machines separated per model.
ZX10

ZX10U-2-YR

ZX/AX16

ZX16-3 CLR
ZX16-3 CABIN-SHORT-RUBBER
ZX16-3 YLR
ZX16-3 CANOPY-SHORT-RUBBER
AX16-4 CABIN-LONG-RUBBER
AX16-4 CABIN-SHORT-RUBBER
AX16-4 CANOPY-LONG-RUBBER
AX16-4 CANOPY-SHORT-RUBBER

ZX/AX18

ZX/AX17
ZX/AX19

ZX22

ZX26

AX26U-6 C*R
AX26U-6 Y*R
AX26u-6 C*RK
AX26u-6 Y*RK
ZX26U-5 CLR
ZX26U-5 CLRK
ZX26U-5 YLR
ZX26U-5 YLRK

ZX33

ZX33U-5 CLR
ZX33U-5 CSR
ZX33U-5 CLR NH
ZX33U-5 CSR NO HRV
ZX33U-5 CLT
ZX33U-5 CLT NO HRV
ZX33U-5 CST
ZX33U-5 CST NO HRV
ZX33U-5 CLP
ZX33U-5 CLP NO HRV
ZX33U-5 CSP
ZX33U-5 CSP NO HRV
ZX33U-5 YLR
ZX33U-5 YLR NH
ZX33U-5 YSR
ZX33U-5 YSR NO HRV
ZX33U-5 YLT
ZX33U-5 YLT NO HRV
ZX33U-5 YST
ZX33U-5 YST NO HRV
ZX33U-5 YLP
ZX33U-5 YLP NO HRV
ZX33U-5 CLRK2
ZX33U-5 CSR+KIT+A
ZX33U-5 CSRK2 NH
ZX33U-5 CLRK2 NH
ZX33U-5 CLP+KIT+A
ZX33U-5 CSP+KIT+A
ZX33U-5 CLPK2 NH
ZX33U-5 CSPK2 NH

ZX18-3 CLR
ZX18-3 CABIN-SHORT-RUBBER
ZX18-3 YLR
ZX18-3 CANOPY-SHORT-RUBBER
AX18-4 CLR
AX18-4 CABIN-SHORT-RUBBER
AX18-4 CANOPY-LONG-RUBBER
AX18-4 CANOPY-SHORT-RUBBER
FMC AX17U-6-YR-UP
FMC ZX17U-5-YR-UP
FMC AX19U-6-YR-UP
FMC ZX19U-5-YR-UP
ZX22U-2 CLR
ZX22U-2 CSR
ZX22U-2 CLT
ZX22U-2 CST
ZX22U-2 YLR
ZX22U-2 YSR
ZX22U-2 YLT
ZX22U-2 YST
ZX22U-2 YLP
ZX22U-2 YSP
ZX22U-2 CLP
ZX22U-2 CSP

ZX38

ZX38U-5 CLR
ZX38U-5 CLR NH
ZX38U-5 CSR
ZX38U-5 CSR NO HRV
ZX38U-5 CLT
ZX38U-5 CLT NO HRV
ZX38U-5 CST
ZX38U-5 CST NO HRV
ZX38U-5 CLP
ZX38U-5 CLP NO HRV
ZX38U-5 CSP
ZX38U-5 CSP NO HRV
ZX38U-5 YLR NO HRV
ZX38U-5 CANOPY-LONG-RUBBER
ZX38U-5 YSR
ZX38U-5 YSR NO HRV
ZX38U-5 YLT
ZX38U-5 YLT NO HRV
ZX38U-5 YST
ZX38U-5 YST NO HRV
ZX38U-5 YLP
ZX38U-5 YLP NO HRV
ZX38U-5 CLRK2
ZX38U-5 CLRK2 NH
ZX38U-5 CSRK2 NH
ZX38U-5 CSR+KIT+A
ZX38U-5 CSP+KIT+A
ZX38U-5 CSP+KIT+A NO HRV
ZX38U-5 CLPK2 NH
ZX38U-5 CLP+KIT+A
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ZX48

ZX48U-5A CLP
ZX48U-5A CSP
ZX48U-5A CSPNH
ZX48U-5A CLPNH
ZX48U-5A CSPK2NH
ZX48U-5A CLPK2NH
ZX48U-5A CLPK2
ZX48U-5A CSPK2
ZX48U-5A CLR
ZX48U-5A CLR NH
ZX48U-5A CSR
ZX48U-5A CSRNH
ZX48U-5A CLRK2
ZX48U-5A CLRK2NH
ZX48U-5A CSRK2
ZX48U-5A CSRK2NH
ZX48U-5A CLT
ZX48U-5A CST
ZX48U-5A CSTNH
ZX48U-5A CLTNH
ZX48U-5A CLTK2
ZX48U-5A CLTK2NH
ZX48U-5A CSTK2
ZX48U-5A CSTK2NH
ZX48U-5A YLP
ZX48U-5A YLPNH
ZX48U-5A YSPNH
ZX48U-5A YSP
ZX48U-5A YLR
ZX48U-5A YLRNH
ZX48U-5A YSR
ZX48U-5A YSRNH
ZX48U-5A YLT
ZX48U-5A YLTNH
ZX48U-5A YST
ZX48U-5A YSTNH

ZX55

ZX55U-5A CLP
ZX55U-5A CLPNH
ZX55U-5A CSP
ZX55U-5A CSPNH
ZX55U-5A CLPK2
ZX55U-5A CLPK2NH
ZX55U-5A CSPK2
ZX55U-5A CSPK2NH
ZX55U-5A CLR
ZX55U-5A CSR
ZX55U-5A CLR NH
ZX55U-5A CSRNH
ZX55U-5A CLRK2
ZX55U-5A CLRK2NH
ZX55U-5A CSRK2
ZX55U-5A CSRK2NH
ZX55U-5A CLT
ZX55U-5A CLTNH
ZX55U-5A CST
ZX55U-5A CSTNH
ZX55U-5A CLTK2
ZX55U-5A CLTK2NH
ZX55U-5A CSTK2
ZX55U-5A CSTK2NH
ZX55U-5A YLP
ZX55U-5A YLPNH
ZX55U-5A YSP
ZX55U-5A YSPNH
ZX55U-5A YLR
ZX55U-5A YLRNH
ZX55U-5A YSR
ZX55U-5A YSRNH
ZX55U-5A YLT
ZX55U-5A YLTNH
ZX55U-5A YST
ZX55U-5A YSTNH

ZX65

ZX65USB-5 CLP
ZX65USB-5 CLPNH
ZX65USB-5 CSP
ZX65USB-5 CSPNH
ZX65USB-5 CLPK2
ZX65USB-5 CLPK2NH
ZX65USB-5 CSPK2
ZX65USB-5 CSPK2NH
ZX65USB-5 CLR
ZX65USB-5 CLRNH
ZX65USB-5 CSR
ZX65USB-5 CSRNH
ZX65USB-5 CLRK2NH
ZX65USB-5 CSRK2
ZX65USB-5 CSRK2NH
ZX65USB-5 CLRK2
ZX65USB-5 CLT
ZX65USB-5 CLTNH
ZX65USB-5 CST
ZX65USB-5 CSTNH
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Appendix 4
Here the table of the Pareto graph is presented. It clearly shows that there is a small group
of fast moving items.
FMC
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
k
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
X
AA
AB
AC
AD
AE
AF
AG
AH
AI
AJ
AK
AL
AM

#

Cum, % FMC
413 11,14409 AN
316 19,6708 AO
264 26,79439 AP
240 33,27037 AQ
225 39,34161 AR
200 44,73826 AS
181 49,62223 AT
178 54,42526 AU
125 57,79817 AV
107 60,68538 AW
98 63,32974 AX
90 65,75823 AY
83 67,99784 AZ
78 70,10254 BA
75 72,12628 BB
70 74,01511 BC
69 75,87696 BD
68 77,71182 BE
65 79,46573 BF
59 81,05774 BG
59 82,64976 BH
58 84,21479 BI
54 85,67188 BJ
53
87,102 BK
37 88,10038 BL
31 88,93686 BM
29 89,71937 BN
28 90,47491 BO
27 91,20345 BP
24 91,85105 BQ
21 92,4177 BR
20 92,95737 BS
19 93,47005 BT
17 93,92876 BU
17 94,38748 BV
14 94,76525 BW
13 95,11603 BX
13 95,46681 BY
13 95,81759

#

Cum, %
12 96,14139
11 96,43821
10 96,70804
9 96,95089
9 97,19374
8 97,40961
8 97,62547
7 97,81436
6 97,97625
5 98,11117
5 98,24609
5
98,381
5 98,51592
4 98,62385
4 98,73179
4 98,83972
4 98,94765
3 99,0286
3 99,10955
3 99,1905
3 99,27145
2 99,32542
2 99,37938
2 99,43335
2 99,48732
2 99,54128
2 99,59525
2 99,64922
2 99,70318
2 99,75715
2 99,81112
1 99,8381
1 99,86508
1 99,89207
1 99,91905
1 99,94603
1 99,97302
1
100
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Appendix 5
For examining the seasonality the sales data of 2003 up to 2014 were used. The data was
collected from the HCME database. With the data a graph was created with an upper
bound, lower bound and a mean percentage of sales for each month. As can be seen in the
graph below the seasonality has wide bounds. After some investigation and interviews it
appeared that the reason for this wide bound could have multiple reasons; credit crisis,
high/low season, end of fiscal year or the nameplate on the machine with the year of
production.
At first the credit crisis effect was investigated. Half way the year 2008 the credit crisis
started, this had a large impact on the sales volume. This explains why the demand
percentage in 2008 was significantly lower compared to other years. The sales collapsed and
the number of machines that were forecasted was not collected by the importer. As a result
of the drastically decreasing demand HCME was building up a large amount of finished
machines. A quote of the sales manager “the whole city of Oosterhout was colored orange
by all the machines in stock, if you would make a picture from the sky Oosterhout was just
one orange dot.” Because HCME is facing a long supplier lead time, of approximately 6
months it was not possible to react immediately to the sudden change. As a result of
decreasing demand and the long lead time the total number of machines in the pipeline had
to be put in stock. Approximately 6 months of machines where finished but there was no
demand. In order to decrease the stock and preventing it for aging HCME was offering
importers a big discount in order to increase the demand. This explains the effect of a
significant high demand percentage in 2009, this percentage is not a good representation of
a normal year. In order to get a more robust view of the real seasonality pattern, the year
2008 and 2009 were excluded in the graph. Below the difference can be seen, the blue
surface represents all years including 2008 and 2009 where the red line represents the
upper bound and the yellow the lower bound.
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The fiscal year of HCME and the importers also has influence on the demand. When closing
the fiscal year it could sometimes be beneficial to order more or less machines. The closing
of the book year can be influenced by keeping a bit more or sometimes less stock.
Therefore, in December and March which are the closing periods of a fiscal year, an
influence on the demand volume can be seen. Another influence is the nameplate which is
placed on the machines when manufactured. This nameplate contains all kinds of
information like a serial number, product type and the year of construction. The year of
construction is information which influences the demand pattern in December. When an
importer is ordering a machine and the production is in the end of December 2014, this will
be placed on the name plate. But when the importer orders the machine and the production
is in January 2015, the year 2015 will be shown on the nameplate. Although the machine is
produced not even a week later the customer thinks the first machine is one year older than
the other one. This interpretation of the production year has also influence on the residual
value later when the machine is sold at second hand. Because of this effect the demand in
December is significantly lower than in January.
In Augustus there is a drop in sales, this is mostly because of holidays. Overall the
seasonality pattern can be flatten out when the working days per months are compared the
demand pattern occurs to be almost without large peaks.
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Appendix 6
The One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is used to identify a match between data and a
statistical distribution. The reason of choice for this test is that there is no need for
grouping. The K-S test compares a demand pattern with a statistical distribution. In contrast
when using the Chi-Square test there is a minimum number of data points required; in case
this requirement is not met a category has to be combined (Green, 2010). This means that
there is information loss. There is a possibility to test for a Normal, Poison, Uniform and
Exponential distribution. The hypothesis is formulated in the following way:
𝐻0 : 𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 𝑖 𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑠 𝑎 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝐻1 : 𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 𝑖 𝑑𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑠 𝑎 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
The hypotheses have the same structure for the distributions. When testing for significance
a 5% significant level is used. When the results indicate a significance level of 5% or less,
there is 95% certainty of no match with the statistical distribution and the data. So, in the
test it means the higher the outcome the better the match. This is the opposite way as it is
normally that other way around.
For the tests data is used of the year 2015, collected from the database of HCME
Oosterhout. In order to make the data usable for analyzing, some data preparation was
executed. Data was sorted by product types, missing values where deleted and oddities
were deeper explored.
Here deeper explanation of the results of one product type will be provided; the other
results will be summarized in the table at the end of this appendix.
The tables below indicate in subsequent order the test for Normal, Uniform, Poisson and
Exponential distribution. The six columns indicate the different forms of one specific model.
In the last row of the table the significance of the test is displayed. It can be seen that for all
demand patterns there is a significant result of less than 0.05 except for variable 2. This
means that for variable 1,3,4,5 and 6 there is proof that there is no match between the
demand pattern and the Normal distribution with a 95% certainty. When comparing the
four tests it can be seen that for five variables the tests had the most positive / highest
result for the Poisson distribution. This indicates that the Poisson distribution is the most
suitable fit for those variables. When studying the case of variable two there is a slightly
better result for the Uniform distribution 0.441 against 0.399. Although this result indicates
that Uniform is a slightly better fit, there is a preference to use the Poisson distribution,
based on what is known in literature as well as the minor difference in the results of the
test.
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The last table of this appendix is an overview of the results of all tests. The Poisson
distribution with the parameter λ (mean) is chosen to represent all demand patterns based
on the K-S test and literature.
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Appendix 7
The average stock of Mini excavators is 476.1 over the period of August 2014 up to August
2015.
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Appendix 8
Example calculation of the three sub heuristics
Input for example:
Demand
Leadtimes
Local unit holding cost
Unit backordering cost

𝜆1 , 𝜆2
𝐿0 , 𝐿1 , 𝐿2
ℎ0´ , ℎ1´ , ℎ2´
𝑏1´ , 𝑏2´

6,8
0.1, 0.9, 0.9
0.9, 1.2, 1
11, 9

Cross Docking sub heuristic :
The cost function
𝐽

𝐶 (∑ 𝑠𝑗´ )

=

𝐽

∑(ℎ𝑗´ 𝐸(𝐼𝑗′ ) + 𝑏𝐽′ 𝐸[𝐵𝐽′ ]) = ∑(ℎ𝑗′ 𝐸[𝑠𝑗 −
𝑗=1
𝑗=1
𝐽
+
+
= ∑(ℎ𝑗′ 𝐸[𝑠𝑗 − 𝑍𝑗 ] + 𝑏𝑗′ 𝐸[𝑍𝑗 − 𝑠𝑗 ]
𝑗=1

+

(𝐵0𝑗 + 𝐷𝑗 )] + 𝑏𝑗′ 𝐸[(𝐵0𝑗 + 𝐷𝑗 ) − 𝑠𝑗 ]

+

Where
𝑍𝑗 = (𝐵0𝑗 + 𝐷𝑗 )~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛 ((𝐿0 + 𝐿𝑗 )𝜆𝑗 )
𝑍1 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛 ((𝐿0 + 𝐿𝑗 )𝜆𝑗 ) = 𝑍1 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛((0.1 + 0.9) ∗ 6) = 𝑍1 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(6)
𝑍2 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(8)

The cost 𝐶(∑ 𝑠𝑗´ ) is a newsboy type equation; the optimal base stock level can be calculated
with the following formula.
𝐹𝑗−1 (
𝐹1−1 (

𝑏𝑗′
)
𝑏𝑗′ + ℎ𝑗′

𝑏1′
11
) = 0.90164
′
′) = (
𝑏1 + ℎ1
11 + 1.2
𝐹2−1 = 0.9

This formula can be used for finding the optimal base stock level of location 1 to J, for the
location 0 there is no need to calculate the optimal base stock level because this is set to
zero. 𝐹𝑗−1 Is the inverse cumulative distribution function of 𝑍𝑗 , with this the optimal base
stock level can be found.
(𝑠0´ , 𝑠1´ , 𝑠2´ ) = (0,9,12)
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With the base stock levels known the expected inventory and backorders can be calculated.
𝐵0 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛 (𝐿0 ∗ ∑ 𝜆𝑗 ) ,
𝐵0𝑗 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(𝐿0 𝜆𝑗 ) ,

𝐵0 = ∑ 𝐵0𝑗

𝐷𝑗 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(𝐿𝑗 𝜆𝑗 )

𝑠𝑗´

𝐸[𝐼𝑗′ ] = ∑ (𝑠𝑗´ − 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝑍𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑑𝑗 =0
𝑠1´

𝐸[𝐼1′ ]

9

∑ (𝑠𝑗´
𝑑𝑗 =0

=

− 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝑍1 = 𝑑𝑗 ) = ∑ (9 − 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝑍1 = 𝑑𝑗 ) = 3.1626
𝑑𝑗 =0

𝐸[𝐼2′ ] = 4.1298
𝑠1´

𝐸[𝐵1 ] = 𝐸[𝑍1 ] −

𝑠1´

− ∑ (𝑑𝑗 −

9

𝑠1´ ) 𝑃

(𝑍1 = 𝑑𝑗 ) = 6 − 9 − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 9) 𝑃 (𝑍1 = 𝑑𝑗 ) = 0.1613

𝑑𝑗 =0

𝑑𝑗 =0

𝐸[𝐵2 ] = 0.1298

Now all figures are calculated the costs function can be filled and the total cost is known.
𝐽

𝐶 (∑ 𝑠𝑗´ )

= ∑(ℎ𝑗´ 𝐸(𝐼𝑗′ ) + 𝑏𝐽′ 𝐸[𝐵𝐽′ ]) = ℎ1´ 𝐸(𝐼1′ ) + 𝑏1′ 𝐸[𝐵1′ ] + ℎ2´ 𝐸(𝐼2′ ) + 𝑏2′ 𝐸[𝐵2′ ]
𝑗=1

= 1.2 ∗ 3.1626 + 11 ∗ 0.1613 + 1 ∗ 4.1298 + 9 ∗ 0.1298 = 10.8656
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Stock pooling heuristic:
𝐸[𝐵0 ] = 𝐸[𝐷0 − 𝑠0 ]+
𝐸[𝐵0𝑗 ] = 𝜃𝑗 𝐸[𝐵0 ]
𝜃𝑗 =

𝜆𝑗
∑𝑗>0 𝜆𝑗

The newsboy type equation will be used to find the optimal base stock levels. For location
zero the calculation is different compared to the other locations.
𝐹0−1 (
𝐽

𝑏0"

= ∑ 𝑏𝑗
𝑗=1

𝜆𝑗
𝐽
∑𝐽=1 𝜆𝑗

= 𝑏1

𝑏0"
𝑏0" + ℎ0′

)

𝜆1
𝜆2
6
8
+ 𝑏2
= 11 ∗
+9∗
= 9.8571
𝜆1 + 𝜆2
𝜆1 + 𝜆2
6+8
6+8

𝐹0−1 (

𝑏0"
𝑏0"

+

ℎ0′

)=

9.8571
= 0.9163
9.8571 + 0.9

𝐹0−1 is the inverse cumulative distribution of
𝐷0 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛 (𝐿0 (∑𝐽𝐽=1 𝜆𝑗 )) = 𝐷0 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(1.4)
By using the inverse Poisson distribution the base stock level is determined 𝑠0´ = 3
𝐹𝑗−1 (
𝐹1−1 (

𝑏𝑗′
) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 = 1𝑡𝑜𝐽
𝑏𝑗′ + ℎ𝑗′

𝑏1′
11
= 0.9016
′
′) =
𝑏1 + ℎ1
11 + 1.2
𝐹2−1 (

𝑏2′
) = 0.9
𝑏2′ + ℎ2′

𝐹𝑗−1 is the inverse cumulative distribution of 𝐷𝑗 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(𝐿𝑗 𝜆𝑗 )
𝐷1 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(𝐿1 𝜆1 ) = 𝐷1 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(0.9 ∗ 6) = 𝐷1 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(5.4)
𝐷2 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(𝐿2 𝜆2 ) = 𝐷2 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(7.2)
The determined stock levels are: (𝑠0´ , 𝑠1´ , 𝑠2´ ) = (3,8,11)
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With this knowledge the optimal base stock levels for all the locations can be determined.
The next step is to evaluate the cost of the total system. To do this the expected backorders
and inventory should be determined first.
𝑠𝑗´

𝐸[𝐵𝑗 ] = 𝐸[𝐷𝑗 ] − 𝑠𝑗 − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠𝑗´ ) 𝑃 (𝐷𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑑𝑗 =0
𝐽

𝐸[𝐷𝑗 ] = 𝐿𝑗 𝜆𝑗 ,

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝜆0 = ∑ 𝜆𝑗
𝐽=1

𝑠𝑗´

𝐸[𝐼𝑗′ ] = ∑ (𝑠𝑗´ − 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝐷𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑑𝑗 =0
𝑠0´

𝐸[𝐵0 ] = 𝐸[𝐷0 ] − 𝑠0 − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠0´ ) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑑𝑗 =0
3

= (0.1 ∗ (6 ∗ 8)) − 3 − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 3) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 ) = −1.6 − (1.6719) = 0.0719
𝑑𝑗 =0
𝑠0´

𝐸[𝐼0′ ]

=

∑ (𝑠0´
𝑑𝑗 =0

3

− 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 ) = ∑ (3 − 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 ) = 1.6719
𝑑𝑗 =0

𝐸[𝐵1 ] = 0.1842, 𝐸[2] = 0.1240
𝐸[𝐼1′ ] = 2.7842, 𝐸[𝐼2′ ] = 3.9240

With all parameters known the total cost can be found with the original cost function
𝐽

𝐶 (∑ 𝑠𝑗´ )

=

ℎ0´ 𝐸[𝐼´0 ] +

∑(ℎ𝑗´ 𝐸(𝐼𝑗′ ) + 𝑏𝐽′ 𝐸[𝐵𝐽′ ])
𝑗=1

= 0.9 ∗ 1.6719 + 1.2 ∗ 2.7842 + 11 ∗ 0.1842 + 1 ∗ 3.9240 + 1 ∗ 0.1240
= 11.9122
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Zero safety stock heuristic:
In this heuristic the constraint 𝑠0´ = 𝐸[𝐷0 ] = 𝐿0 (∑𝐽𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗 ) is set. The base stock level 𝑠0 must
be an integer value and should be round down in case it is not.
𝑠0´ = 0.1 ∗ (6 + 8) = 1.4, 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑠0´ = 1

First all base stock levels should be determined and hence the systems total cost can be
evaluated.
For the calculation of the base stock levels of 𝑠1 𝑢𝑝 𝑡𝑜 𝑠𝐽 the following formula is used.
𝑏𝑗′
−1
𝐹𝑗 ( ′
)
𝑏𝑗 + ℎ𝑗′

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 > 0

The underling distribution in this case is different from the other two heuristics. In this case
the distribution is Negative Binomial therefore the parameters 𝑛𝑗 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑗 should be
determined. Below the formulas are displayed with which those parameters can be
determined.
𝐸[𝑍] =
𝑉[𝑍] =

𝑛𝑝
𝑛2 𝑝2
→ 𝐸[𝑍2 ] =
1−𝑝
1 − 𝑝2

𝑛𝑝
𝑛2 𝑝2
→ 𝑉[𝑍2 ] =
2
(1 − 𝑝)
(1 − 𝑝2 )2

𝐸[𝑍]
𝐸[𝑍2 ]
=1−𝑝 →
= 1 − 𝑝2
𝑉[𝑍]
𝑉[𝑍2 ]

For location 𝑗 = 1 … 𝐽 the following formulas are used
𝑍𝑗 = 𝐵0𝑗 + 𝐷𝑗
𝐸[𝑍𝑗 ] = 𝐸[𝐵0𝑗 ] + 𝐸[𝐷𝑗 ] =
𝜆𝑗

𝜆𝑗 𝐸[𝐵0 ]
∑𝐽𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗

+ 𝐿𝑗 𝜆𝑗

2

𝜆𝑗
𝜆𝑗
𝑉[𝑍𝑗 ] = 𝑉[𝐵0𝑗 ] + 𝑉[𝐷𝑗 ] = ( 𝐽
) 𝑉[𝐵0 ] + 𝐽
(1 − 𝐽
) 𝐸[𝐵0 ] + 𝐿𝑗 𝜆𝑗
∑𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗
∑𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗
∑𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗

In order to calculate 𝐸[𝑍𝑗 ] 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉[𝑍𝑗 ]first the variables: 𝑉[𝐷𝑗 ], 𝐸[𝐵0 ] 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸[(𝐵0 )2 ] should
be calculated.
𝑠𝑗´

𝐽

𝑠𝑗´

𝐸[𝐵0 ] = 𝐸[𝐷0 − 𝑠0 ] − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠0´ ) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 ) = (∑ 𝜆𝑗 ) 𝐿′0 − 𝑠0´ − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠0´ ) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑑𝑗 =0

𝑗=1

𝑑𝑗 =0
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𝑠𝑗´

𝐽

𝐸[𝐵0 ] = (∑ 𝜆𝑗 ) 𝐿′0 − 𝑠0´ − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠0´ ) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑗=1

𝑑𝑗 =0
1

= (6 + 8) ∗ 0.1 − 1 − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 1) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 ) = 0.4 − (−0.2466) = 0.6466
𝑑𝑗 =0

𝐸[(𝐵0′ )2 ] = 𝐸 [((𝐷0 −

+ 2
𝑠0´ ) )

𝑠𝐽´
2

2

] = 𝐸 [(𝐷0 − 𝑠0´ ) ] − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠0´ ) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑑𝑗 =0
𝑠𝐽´
2

2

= 𝐸[𝐷02 ] + 2𝑠0´ 𝐸[𝐷0 ] + (𝑠0´ ) − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠0´ ) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑑𝑗 =0
𝐽

2

𝐽

𝑠𝐽´

𝐽
2

2

= (∑ 𝜆𝑗 ) 𝐿′0 + ((∑ 𝜆𝑗 ) 𝐿′0 ) − 2𝑠0´ (∑ 𝜆𝑗 ) 𝐿′1 + (𝑠0´ ) − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠0´ ) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑗=1

𝑗=1

𝑗=1

𝑑𝑗 =0
2

𝐸[(𝐵0′ )2 ] = (6 + 8) ∗ 0.1 + ((6 + 8) ∗ 0.1) − 2 ∗ 1((6 + 8) ∗ 0.1) + 12
1

2

− ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 1) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 ) = 1.56 − 0.2466 = 1.3134
𝑑𝑗 =0

𝑉[𝐵0 ] = 𝐸[(𝐵0′ )2 ] − 𝐸[𝐵0 ]2 = 1.3134 − 0.64662 = 0.8953
𝐸[𝐷𝑗 ] = 𝑉[𝐷𝑗 ]
𝐸[𝐷1 ] = 6 ∗ 0.9 = 5.4 , 𝐸[𝐷2 ] = 7.2
So now with this known we can derive 𝐸[𝑍𝑗 ]and 𝑉[𝑍𝑗 ] for j>0

𝐸[𝑍𝑗 ] =
𝐸[𝑍1 ] =

𝜆1
𝐽
∑𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗

𝜆𝑗 𝐸[𝐵0 ]

∑𝐽𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗

∗ 𝐸[𝐵′0 ] + 𝐿1 𝜆1 =

𝜆𝑗

+ 𝐿𝑗 𝜆 𝑗

6
6+8

∗ 0.6466 + 6 ∗ 0.9 = 5.6771

2

𝜆𝑗
𝜆𝑗
𝑉[𝑍𝑗 ] = ( 𝐽
) 𝑉[𝐵0 ] + 𝐽
(1 − 𝐽
) 𝐸[𝐵0 ] + 𝐿𝑗 𝜆𝑗
∑𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗
∑𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗
∑𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗
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𝜆1

2

𝜆1
𝜆1
𝑉[𝑍1 ] = ( 𝐽
) 𝑉[𝐵0 ] + 𝐽
(1 − 𝐽
) 𝐸[𝐵0 ] + 𝐿1 𝜆1
∑𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗
∑𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗
∑𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗
6 2
6
6
=(
) ∗ 0.8953 +
∗ (1 −
) ∗ 0.6466 + 6 ∗ 0.9 = 5.723
6+8
6+8
6+8

𝐸[𝑍2 ] =

8
∗ 0.6466 + 8 ∗ 0.9 = 7.570
14

8 2
8
8
𝑉[𝑍2 ] = ( ) ∗ 0.8953 +
∗ (1 − ) ∗ 0.6466 + 7.2 = 7.668
14
14
14

Now we know the values of 𝐸[𝑍𝑗 ]and 𝑉[𝑍𝑗 ] we can determine the parameters 𝑛𝑗 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑗
𝐸[𝑍𝑗 ]
𝑉[𝑍𝑗 ]

= 1 − 𝑝𝑗

𝑉[𝑍𝑗 ] =

𝑛𝑗 𝑝𝑗
2

(1 − 𝑝𝑗 )

𝐸[𝑍𝑗 ] =

𝑛𝑗 𝑝𝑗
1 − 𝑝𝑗

𝐸[𝑍1 ]
5.677
= 1 − 𝑝1 →
= 1 − 𝑝1 𝑠𝑜 𝑝1 = 0.008
𝑉[𝑍1 ]
5.723
𝐸[𝑍1 ] =

𝑛1 𝑝1
𝑛1 ∗ 0.008
→ 5.677 =
𝑠𝑜 𝑛1 = 703.92
1 − 𝑝1
1 − 0.008
𝑝2 = 0.0128 , 𝑛2 = 584.74

Now with the 𝑛𝑗 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑗 parameters known the base stock levels can be determined with the
inverse cumulative distribution function of 𝑍𝑗 ~𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑏𝑖𝑛(𝑛𝑗 , 𝑝𝑗 )
𝐹𝑗−1 (

𝑏𝑗′
)
𝑏𝑗′ + ℎ𝑗′

The optimal base stock levels can be found by creating a table in excel with the probabilities of

𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑏𝑖𝑛(𝑘, 𝑛𝑗 , 𝑝𝑗 ). The optimal base stock level is the value of k for which the non𝑏′

𝑗
cumulative probabilities is larger then 𝑏′+ℎ
′ so for location 1: 0.9016 and location 2: 0.9
𝑗

𝑗

With this the base stock levels are determined: (𝑠0´ , 𝑠1´ , 𝑠2´ ) = (1,9,11)
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By knowing the base stock levels, now the system can be evaluated. The total cost can be
calculated with the following formula.
𝐽

𝐶 (∑ 𝑠𝑗´ ) = ℎ0´ 𝐸[𝐼´0 ] + ∑(ℎ𝑗´ 𝐸(𝐼𝑗′ ) + 𝑏𝐽′ 𝐸[𝐵𝐽′ ])
𝑗=1

Where 𝐸[𝐵𝑗 ] 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸[𝐼𝑗 ] can be calculated by the following formulas.
𝑠𝑗´

𝐸[𝐵𝑗 ] = 𝐸[𝑍𝑗 ] − 𝑠𝑗 − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠𝑗´ ) 𝑃 (𝑍𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑑𝑗 =0
𝑠𝑗´

𝐸[𝐼𝑗 ] = ∑ (𝑠𝑗´ − 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝑍𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑑𝑗 =0

Where 𝑍𝑗 follows the negative Binomial distribution.
And 𝐸[𝐼0 ] and 𝐷0 can be derived with:
𝑠0´

𝐸[𝐼0 ] = ∑ (𝑠0´ − 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑑𝑗 =0

𝐽

𝐷0 𝑖𝑠 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛~ ((∑ 𝜆𝑗 ) 𝐿′0 )
𝑗=1
1

𝐸[𝐼0 ] = ∑ (1 − 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 ) = 0.2466
𝑑𝑗 =0

9

𝐸[𝐼1 ] = ∑ (9 − 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝑍1 = 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑍1 = 5.677 → 𝐸[𝐼1 ] = 3.44
𝑑𝑗 =0
9

𝐸[𝐵1 ] = 5.677 − 9 − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 9) 𝑃 (𝑍1 = 𝑑𝑗 ) = −3.323 − (−3.44) = 0.117
𝑑𝑗 =0

𝐸[𝐼2 ] = 3.6014 , 𝐸[𝐵2 ] = 0.17142
Filling this in in the cost function this becomes:
𝐶 (∑ 𝑠𝑗´ ) = 0.9 ∗ 0.2466 + 1.2 ∗ 3.44 + 11 ∗ 0.117 + 1 ∗ 3.6014 + 9 ∗ 0.17142 = 10.781
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Appendix 9
Abbreviations of the specific product models are displayed in the table below. On the left
side the abbreviation is displayed and on the right side the meaning of it.
CP
CR
CRK2
CPK2
CR-NH
CSRK2
CSPk2
CT

Cabin, Pats tracks
Cabin, Rubber tracks
Cabin, Rubber tracks, Extra hydraulic function on leaver
Cabin, Pats tracks, Extra hydraulic function on leaver
Cabin, Rubber track, No hose rupture valve
Cabin, Short arm, Rubber tracks, Extra hydraulic function on leaver
Cabin, Short arm, Pats tracks, Extra hydraulic function on leaver
Cabin, Iron tracks

Appendix 10
For the investigation of the effect of including the hose rupture valve or not, prices from the
Cost Control department were used. The hose rupture valve is a safety system which can be
installed on the machine. This safety system is a protection in case the hydraulic hose would
break. The safety system is not mandatory in each country and in all circumstances. When
the machine will be used for lifting purposes it is recommended to have the HRV installed, it
protects the boom and arm from falling down when a hose breaks. In situations where the
machine is only used for digging the chance that the arm will fall down is limited but it is still
advisable to install the HRV. In the table below the cost differences can be found. Five
different models were compared with the same specifications except for the HRV. When a
customer orders the machine without the HRV the production cost is significantly lower.
Therefore installing the HRV in all cases even when a customer does not want to pay for it is
not recommended because it decreases the profit.

A
B
C
D
E

With HRV Without HRV difference
24530,69
23694,32
836,37
26463,49
25603,59
859,9
30578,11
29882,79
695,32
31232,75
30630,77
601,98
36142,05
35503,83
638,22
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Appendix 11
As an example the stock of one model is examined in two situations, when using the cross
docking heuristic and when using the stock pooling heuristic method. In the first method
when using the cross docking heuristic the stock is placed separately at each importer. The
stock level is determined separately for each country. This was done only when there was
historical data of a specific country who demanded the specific model; of course there is no
need to place stock in a country where demand does not occur. After calculating the stock
levels for the situation in which the stock was placed at the importers this was compared to
the situation in where the stock was placed at a central place, the last row of each table
displays the situation in where all demand is combined in one central place. It can be seen
that when placing the machines in one central place there are (20+12+15+6) 53 machines
needed and when placing them decentral at the importers it requires (26+24+21+8) 69
machines. A difference of 16 machines in stock for just one model is significant and very
costly. This could make it a logistical decision to stock the machines that are requested by
multiple countries at a central place.
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Appendix 12
In this appendix the demand of the CRK2 type is used. This type will be described in detail,
for the other types of the “A” model only the results are provided.
Cross docking heuristic
The first heuristic is the Cross docking. The Cross docking heuristic implies the idea of not
having inventory at the central state, but to place all inventory at the later states
𝑗𝜖(1,2, … , 𝐽).
The general cost function is given by:
𝐽

𝐶 (∑ 𝑠𝑗 ) = ℎ0 𝐸[𝐼0 ] + ∑ ℎ𝑗 𝐸(𝐼𝑗 ) + 𝑏𝑗 𝐸[𝐵𝑗 ])
𝑗=1

The first step is determining the base stock levels of the national importers. The base stock
level of the central location is set to zero because the cross docking heuristic implies the
idea of no inventory at the central location.
The base stock levels can be determined by making use of the inverse cumulative function
of the Poisson distribution. Where the lead time demand is: 𝐸[𝑍𝑗 ] = (𝐿0 + 𝐿𝑗 )𝜆𝑗 the lead
time demands of the type CRK2 are displayed in the table below.
Country
Lead time demand

DE
0.9167

FR
0.3208

NL
0.1833

Other
0.55

Table Lead time demand cross docking heuristic

By means of the inverse cumulative function of the Poisson distribution the base stock levels
can be determined, the formula is given below. The formula represents the probability that
the base stock level is bigger than the lead time demand.
𝐹𝑗−1 (

𝑏𝑗
)
𝑏𝑗 + ℎ𝑗

Because of the service level we know that with 98% probability the base stock level is bigger
than the lead time demand. Based on this fact we can determine the backordering cost,
𝑏𝑗 = 423,370. With the lead time demand values and the 98% we can determine the base
stock levels of the national importers. The calculation program Excel has been used to
calculate the inverse cumulative function of the Poisson distribution. The base stock levels in
sequence are: (𝑠𝐷𝐸 , 𝑠𝐹𝑅 , 𝑠𝑁𝐿 , 𝑠𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 ) = (3,2,1,2)
With the base stock levels known the expected inventory and backorders of each location
can be determined.
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𝑠𝑗

𝐸[𝐼𝑗 ] = ∑ (𝑠𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝑍𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 )

,𝑗 ≠ 0

𝑑𝑗 =0
3

𝐸[𝐼𝐷𝐸 ] = ∑ (3 − 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝑍𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 ) = 2.10057
𝑑𝑗 =0

𝐸[𝐼𝐹𝑅 ] = 1.6839,

𝐸[𝐼𝑁𝐿 ] = 0.8325,

𝐸[𝐼𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 ] = 1.4712

𝑠𝑗

𝐸[𝐵𝑗 ] = 𝐸[𝑍𝑗 ] − 𝑠𝑗 − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝑍𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 )

,𝑗 ≠ 0

𝑑𝑗 =0
3

𝐸[𝐵𝐷𝐸 ] = 0.9167 − 3 − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 3) 𝑃 (𝑍𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 ) = 0.01727
𝑑𝑗 =0

𝐸[𝐵𝐹𝑅 ] = 0.0047,

𝐸[𝐵𝑁𝐿 ] = 0.0158,

𝐸[𝐵𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 ] = 0.0212

With all values of the expected inventory and backorders known, the total cost of the cross
docking heuristic can be calculated.
𝐶 (∑ 𝑠𝑗 ) = 7200 ∗ 0 + 8640 ∗ (2.10057 + 1.6839 + 0.8325 + 1.4712) + 423370
∗ (0.01727 + 0.0047 + 0.0158 + 0.0212) = 77585.82€
So after calculating the cross docking heuristic it appeared that the base stock levels of the
locations are: (𝑠𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 , 𝑠𝐷𝐸 , 𝑠𝐹𝑅 , 𝑠𝑁𝐿 , 𝑠𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 ) = (0,3,2,1,2) with a corresponding total cost
of 77585.82€.
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Stock pooling heuristic
The second heuristic is the stock pooling heuristic. The Stock pooling heuristic is working
with the idea of pooling the stock at a central place. It has maximum inventory at the central
location and minimum at the later locations.
First, the base stock levels will be determined. Thereafter the expected inventory and
backorders will be calculated.
The base stock levels of the national importers can be determined in the same way as in the
cross docking heuristic, with the inverse cumulative function of 𝐷𝑗 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(𝐿𝑗 𝜆𝑗 ) . For the
central location at the factory the lead time demand is 𝐷0 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛 (𝐿0 (∑𝐽𝐽=1 𝜆𝑗 )), the lead
time demand of all locations can found in the table below.
𝐹𝑗−1 (

Location
Lead time demand

Central
1.7917

𝑏𝑗
)
𝑏𝑗 + ℎ𝑗

DE
FR
NL
Other
0.08333 0.02917 0.01667 0.05

Table Lead time demand stock pooling heuristic

When the base stock levels are determined, the expected inventory and backorders can be
calculated with the following formulas.
(𝑠𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 , 𝑠𝐷𝐸 , 𝑠𝐹𝑅 , 𝑠𝑁𝐿 , 𝑠𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 ) = (5,1,1,0,1)
𝑠𝑗

𝐸[𝐼𝑗 ] = ∑ (𝑠𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝑍𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑑𝑗 =0
5

𝐸[𝐼𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 ] = ∑ (5 − 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝑍𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 ) = 3.22168
𝑑𝑗 =0

𝐸[𝐼𝐷𝐸 ] = 0.92004,

𝐸[𝐼𝐹𝑅 ] = 0.97084,

𝐸[𝐼𝑁𝐿 ] = 0,

𝐸[𝐼𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 ] = 0.95123

𝑠𝑗

𝐸[𝐵𝑗 ] = 𝐸[𝑍𝑗 ] − 𝑠𝑗 − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝑍𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑑𝑗 =0
1

𝐸[𝐵𝐷𝐸 ] = 0.08333 − 1 − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 1) 𝑃 (𝐷𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 ) = 0.00337
𝑑𝑗 =0

𝐸[𝐵𝐹𝑅 ] = 0.000421,

𝐸[𝐵𝑁𝐿 ] = 0.016667,

𝐸[𝐵𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 ] = 0.00123

With all parameters known the total cost can be calculated with the original cost function
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𝐽

𝐶 (∑ 𝑠𝑗 ) = ℎ0 𝐸[𝐼0 ] + ∑(ℎ𝑗 𝐸(𝐼𝑗 ) + 𝑏𝑗 𝐸[𝐵𝑗 ])
𝑗=1

𝐶 (∑ 𝑠𝑗 ) = 3.22168 ∗ 7200 + (0.92004 + 0.97084 + 0 + 0.95123) ∗ 8640
+ (0.00337 + 0.000421 + 0.016667 + 0.00123) ∗ 423370 = 56940.55

So after calculating the stock pooling heuristic it appeared that the base stock levels of the
locations are: (𝑠𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 , 𝑠𝐷𝐸 , 𝑠𝐹𝑅 , 𝑠𝑁𝐿 , 𝑠𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 ) = (5,1,1,0,1) with a corresponding total cost
of 56940.55€.
Zero safety stock
The third and last heuristic is the zero safety stock heuristic. As the name indicates, this
heuristic does not make use of safety stock. The stock can be placed in all states but the
level of stock in the central place is always without safety stock.
In the zero safety stock heuristic the base stock level of the central location is fixed. The
base stock level can be determined as follow: 𝑠0 = 𝐸[𝐷0 ] = 𝐿0 (∑𝐽𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗 ) . When 𝐸[𝐷0 ] is a
fraction, it should be round up to the nearest integer.
𝑠0 = 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑝(10 ∗ (0.08333 + 0.02917 + 0.01667 + 0.05)) = roundup(1.79166) = 2
Subsequently, the base stock levels of the other locations should be determined. The
procedure to calculate those is different compared to the other two heuristics. The
underlying distribution needs to be fitted with the negative Binomial distribution.
The cost function can be written as follows
𝐽

𝐶 (∑ 𝑠𝑗 ) = ℎ0 𝐸[𝐼0 ] + ∑ ℎ𝑗 𝐸(𝐼𝑗 ) + 𝑏𝑗 𝐸[𝐵𝑗 ])
𝑗=1
𝐽
+

= ℎ0 𝐸[𝐼0 ] + ∑(ℎ𝑗 𝐸[𝑠𝑗 − (𝐵0𝑗 + 𝐷𝑗 )] + 𝑏𝑗 𝐸[(𝐵0𝑗 + 𝐷𝑗 ) − 𝑠𝑗 ]

+

𝑗=1
𝐽
+

= ℎ0 𝐸[𝐼0 ] + ∑(ℎ𝑗 𝐸[𝑠𝑗 − 𝑍𝑗 ] + 𝑏𝑗 𝐸[𝑍𝑗 − 𝑠𝑗 ]

+

𝑗=1

Here 𝑍𝑗 is defined as 𝑍𝑗 = 𝐵0𝑗 + 𝐷𝑗 for the decentral locations.
In order to use the negative Binomial distribution the parameters 𝑛𝑗 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑗 should be
determined. To determine those parameters first the mean and variance of 𝑍𝑗 should be
calculated.
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𝐸[𝑍𝑗 ] = 𝐸[𝐵0𝑗 ] + 𝐸[𝐷𝑗 ] =

𝜆𝑗 𝐸[𝐵0 ]
∑𝐽𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗

+ 𝐿𝑗 𝜆𝑗

2

𝜆𝑗

𝜆𝑗
𝜆𝑗
𝑉[𝑍𝑗 ] = 𝑉[𝐵0𝑗 ] + 𝑉[𝐷𝑗 ] = ( 𝐽
) 𝑉[𝐵0 ] + 𝐽
(1 − 𝐽
) 𝐸[𝐵0 ] + 𝐿𝑗 𝜆𝑗
∑𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗
∑𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗
∑𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗

In order to use these formulas the variables 𝑉[𝐷𝑗 ], 𝐸[𝐵0 ] 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸[(𝐵0 )2 ] should be
calculated.
𝑠0

𝐽

𝐸[𝐵0 ] = (∑ 𝜆𝑗 ) 𝐿0 − 𝑠0 − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠0 ) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑗=1

𝑑𝑗 =0

2

𝐸[𝐵0 ] = 1.79166 − 2 − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 2) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 ) = 1.79166 − 2 − (−0.632003) = 0.42366976
𝑑𝑗 =0
𝐽

2

𝐽

)2

𝐸[(𝐵0 ] = (∑ 𝜆𝑗 ) 𝐿0 + ((∑ 𝜆𝑗 ) 𝐿0 ) −
𝑗=1

𝐽

1

2𝑠0 (∑ 𝜆𝑗 ) 𝐿′0

𝑗=1

+ (𝑠0

𝑗=1

)2

2

− ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠0 ) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑑𝑗 =0

1
2

𝐸[(𝐵0 )2 ] = 1.79166 + 1.791662 − 2 ∗ 2 ∗ 1.79166 + 22 − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 1) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 ) = 0.869702
𝑑𝑗 =0

𝑉[𝐵0 ] = 𝐸[𝐵02 ] − 𝐸[𝐵0 ]2
𝑉[𝐵0 ] = 0.869702 − 0.423669762 = 0.690206
𝐸[𝐷𝑗 ] = 𝑉[𝐷𝑗 ] = 𝐿𝑗 𝜆𝑗
𝐸[𝐷𝐷𝐸 ] = 0.08333,

𝐸[𝐷𝐹𝑅 ] = 0.02917,

𝐸[𝐷𝑁𝐿 ] = 0.01667,

𝐸[𝐷𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 ] = 0.05

With all variables known 𝐸[𝑍𝑗 ] 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉[𝑍𝑗 ] can be calculated.
𝐸[𝑍𝑗 ] =

𝐸[𝑍𝐷𝐸 ] =

𝜆𝑗 𝐸[𝐵0 ]
∑𝐽𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗

+ 𝐿𝑗 𝜆𝑗

0.08333 ∗ 0.42366976
+ 1 ∗ 0.08333 = 0.280389036
0.179166

𝐸[𝑍𝐹𝑅 ] = 0.098136,
𝜆𝑗

𝐸[𝑍𝑁𝐿 ] = 0.056077,

𝐸[𝑍𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 ] = 0.168233

2

𝜆𝑗
𝜆𝑗
𝑉[𝑍𝑗 ] = ( 𝐽
) 𝑉[𝐵0 ] + 𝐽
(1 − 𝐽
) 𝐸[𝐵0 ] + 𝐿𝑗 𝜆𝑗
∑𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗
∑𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗
∑𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗
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0.08333 2
0.08333
0.08333
𝑉[𝑍𝐷𝐸 ] = (
) ∗ 0.690206 + (
) ∗ (1 −
) ∗ 0.42366976 + 1
0.179166
0.179166
0.179166
∗ 0.08333 = 0.3380497
𝑉[𝑍𝐹𝑅 ] = 0.1051996,

𝑉[𝑍𝑁𝐿 ] = 0.058384,

𝑉[𝑍𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 ] = 0.18899

Now with the values of 𝐸[𝑍𝑗 ] 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉[𝑍𝑗 ] the parameters 𝑛𝑗 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑗 can be determined.
𝐸[𝑍] =

𝑛𝑝
,
1−𝑝

𝑉[𝑍] =

𝑛𝑝
,
(1 − 𝑝)2

𝐸[𝑍𝐷𝐸 ]
0.280389
=1−𝑝 =
,
𝑉[𝑍𝐷𝐸 ]
0.3380497
𝐸[𝑍𝐷𝐸 ] =

𝐸[𝑍]
=1−𝑝
𝑉[𝑍]

𝑠𝑜 𝑝𝐷𝐸 = 0.17057

𝑛𝐷𝐸 ∗ 𝑝𝐷𝐸
𝑛𝐷𝐸 ∗ 0.17057
→ 0.280389 =
,
1 − 𝑝𝐷𝐸
1 − 0.17057
𝑝𝐹𝑅 = 0.06714,

𝑛𝐹𝑅 = 1.363462018,

𝑝𝑁𝐿 = 0.0395,
𝑝𝑁𝐿 = 1.363462123,

𝑠𝑜 𝑛𝐷𝐸 = 1.363462074

𝑝𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 = 0.10983
𝑝𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 = 1.363460861

Now with the parameters 𝑛𝑗 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑗 known the base stock levels of the decentral locations
can be found.
𝑠𝑗 = 𝐹𝑗−1 (

𝑏𝑗
) , 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑗 > 0
𝑏𝑗 + ℎ𝑗

Where 𝐹𝑗−1 is the inverse cumulative function of 𝑍𝑗 , 𝑍𝑗 ~𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑏𝑖𝑛 (𝑛𝑗 , 𝑝𝑗 ) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 > 0.
The suboptimal base stock levels can be found using a table created in Excel. The base stock
levels are: (𝑠𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 , 𝑠𝐷𝐸 , 𝑠𝐹𝑅 , 𝑠𝑁𝐿 , 𝑠𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 ) = (2,2,1,1,2)
As all base stock levels are known the system can be evaluated by using the original cost
function. In order to do this, the expected backorders and expected inventory levels are
needed.
𝐽

𝐶 (∑ 𝑠𝑗 ) = ℎ0 𝐸[𝐼0 ] + ∑(ℎ𝑗 𝐸(𝐼𝑗 ) + 𝑏𝑗 𝐸[𝐵𝑗 ])
𝑗=1

𝐽

𝑠0

𝐸[𝐼0 ] = ∑ (𝑠0 − 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝐷0 = 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝐷0 𝑖𝑠 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛~ ((∑ 𝜆𝑗 ) 𝐿0 )
𝑗=1

𝑑𝑗 =0

𝐸[𝐼0 ] = 0.632
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𝑠𝑗

𝐸[𝐼𝑗 ] = ∑ (𝑠𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝑍𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 > 0
𝑑𝑗 =0
2

𝐸[𝐼𝐷𝐸 ] = ∑ (2 − 𝑑𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝑍𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 ) = 1.72281
𝑑𝑗 =0

𝐸[𝐼𝐹𝑅 ] = 0.9060525,

𝐸[𝐼𝑁𝐿 ] = 0.945466,

𝐸[𝐼𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 ] = 1.83250

𝑠𝑗

𝐸[𝐵𝑗 ] = 𝐸[𝑍𝑗 ] − 𝑠𝑗 − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠𝑗 ) 𝑃 (𝑍𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 )
𝑑𝑗 =0
2

𝐸[𝐵𝐷𝐸 ] = 0.280389 − 2 − ∑ (𝑑𝑗 − 2) 𝑃 (𝑍𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 ) = 0.0031996
𝑑𝑗 =0

𝐸[𝐵𝐹𝑅 ] = 0.0046616,

𝐸[𝐵𝑁𝐿 ] = 0.0015434,

𝐸[𝐵𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 ] = 0.0007301

Therefore, the cost when using the zero safety stock heuristic is:
𝐶 (∑ 𝑠𝑗 ) = 7200 ∗ 0.632 + 8640 ∗ (1.72281 + 0.906525 + 0.94566 + 1.83250) + 423370

∗ (0.0031996 + 0.0046616 + 0.0015434 + 0.0007301) = 55560.20
So after calculating the zero safety stock heuristic it appeared that the base stock levels of
the locations are: (𝑠𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 , 𝑠𝐷𝐸 , 𝑠𝐹𝑅 , 𝑠𝑁𝐿 , 𝑠𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 ) = (2,2,1,1,2) with a corresponding total
cost of 55560.20€
After calculating the base stock levels and subsequently the total cost of all three heuristics
it appeared that the strategy stock pooling results in the lowest cost for the model type “A”CRK2, see table below.
Heuristic
Cross docking
Stock pooling
Zero safety stock

Base stock levels
(𝒔𝑭𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒐𝒓𝒚 , 𝒔𝑫𝑬 , 𝒔𝑭𝑹 , 𝒔𝑵𝑳 , 𝒔𝑶𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓 )
(0,3,2,1,2)
(5,1,1,0,1)
(2,2,1,1,2)

Total cost
77585.82
56940.55
55560.20

Table Comparison heuristics for type CRK2
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